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Zusammenfassung 

Integrine stellen eine wichtige Klasse von Zelladhäsionsrezeptoren dar, denn sie übermitteln 

Informationen bidirektional zwischen dem Zytoplasma biologischer Zellen und der sie 

umgebenden extrazellulären Matrix. Mittels Rasterkraftmikroskopie wurden spektroskopische 

Messungen der spezifischen Wechselwirkungen zwischen Integrinen und ihren zugehörigen 

Liganden durchgeführt. Prinzipiell ermöglichen diese Experimente tiefe Einblicke in die zelluläre 

Signaltransduktion, aber trotz aufwändiger Systeme zur Isolierung gegen Vibrationen weisen die 

aufgenommenen Daten sehr geringe Signal-Rausch-Verhältnisse auf, die eine exakte Auswertung 

beeinträchtigen. Diesem Nachteil wurde mit einem neuartigen Nachbearbeitungsverfahren 

begegnet, das das Rauschen signifikant reduziert und so das Signal-Rausch-Verhältnis verbessert. 

Damit können zuvor unsichtbare Merkmale der Signale erkennbar gemacht werden. 

Ein weiterer wichtiger Arbeitsschritt bei der Auswertung dieser Experimente besteht in der 

Identifizierung stufenförmiger Übergänge, die Abrissen der Rezeptor-Ligand-Bindungen 

entsprechen. Zu diesem Zweck wurde eine Methode entwickelt, die daran angepasst werden kann, 

sehr niedrige oder schmale Stufen zu erkennen, auch wenn sie weich verlaufen und vom Rauschen 

verborgen sind. 

Durch Anwendung des Rauschunterdrückungs-Algorithmus auf Kraftspektroskopie-Daten, die mit 

lebenden T-Lymphozyten aufgenommen wurden, konnte erstmalig die initiale Kraft beobachtet 

werden, die für die Extraktion eines Membranschlauchs erforderlich ist. Mit der Stufenerkennungs-

methode wurde ein deutlicher Hinweis auf sub-10-pN-Stufen gefunden. Es wurde zudem gezeigt, 

dass das Chemokin SDF-1α zu einer Verstärkung der einzelnen Bindungen zwischen VLA-4 – einem 

Integrin-Typ, der in erster Linie bei der Anfangsphase der Chemokin-induzierten Adhäsion von 

Lymphozyten beteiligt ist – und dessen Liganden VCAM-1 führt. Die Verstärkung der Adhäsion wird 

von einer Versteifung der Umgebung der Integrine begleitet. Sie ist unabhängig von einer 

intrazellulären Bindungsstelle von VLA-4 für Talin, dem für die Affinitätsregulierung von Integrinen 

wichtigsten intrazellulären Faktor. 

Darüber hinaus wurde die Funktion der Transmembran-Domäne von Integrinen bei Rezeptor-

Ligand-Wechselwirkungen durch Analyse der Auswirkungen von zwei Mutationen des Integrins 

αvβ3 auf die zelluläre Adhäsion untersucht: eine Chimäre, die die stark dimerisierende 

Transmembran-Domäne von Glycophorin A enthält, und eine Punktmutation, die bekanntermaßen 
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zur Dissoziierung der Transmembran-Domäne führt. Die Ergebnisse zeigen, dass beide Konstrukte 

starke Zelladhäsion hervorrufen. Sie stimmen gut mit einem Drei-Zustands-Modell der Integrin-

Aktivierung überein. Ein Ruhezustand wird durch intrazelluläre Liganden zu einem 

Zwischenzustand aktiviert ohne dass die Transmembran-Domäne separiert wird. Die 

dimerisierende Chimäre imitiert den Zwischenzustand, der die zelluläre Adhesion verstärkt. 
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Abstract 

Integrins constitute an important class of cell adhesion receptors, as they bidirectionally transduce 

information between the cytoplasm of biological cells and the surrounding extracellular matrix. By 

means of atomic force microscopy, spectroscopic measurements of the specific interactions of 

integrins with their corresponding ligands were performed. Basically, these experiments allow 

deep insights into cellular signal transduction, but despite sophisticated vibration isolation systems 

the acquired data exhibit very low signal-to-noise ratios that impair an accurate analysis. This 

drawback was overcome by a novel post-processing algorithm, which significantly reduces the 

noise and thus improves the signal-to-noise ratio. Thereby, previously invisible signal features can 

be revealed. 

Another important task when evaluating this kind of experiments is the identification of steplike 

transitions corresponding to unbinding events between the receptor-ligand bonds. To this end, a 

technique has been developed that can be adjusted to detect very low or narrow steps even if they 

are smooth and hidden by noise. 

By applying the noise reduction algorithm to force spectroscopy data obtained with living T 

lymphocytes, the onset force required for the extraction of a membrane tether could be observed 

for the first time. Using the step detection method, strong evidence of sub-10-pN steps was found. 

Moreover, it was shown that the chemokine SDF-1α leads to a strengthening of individual bonds 

between VLA-4, one type of integrins primarily involved in the early stages of chemokine-induced 

lymphocyte adhesion, and its ligand VCAM-1. The adhesion strengthening is accompanied by a 

stiffening of the integrins’ environment. It is independent of an intracellular binding site of VLA-4 

to talin, the major intracellular factor involved in integrin affinity modulation. 

Further, the functional role of the integrin trans-membrane domains in receptor-ligand interactions 

was explored by analyzing the effects of two mutations of the integrin αvβ3 on cellular adhesion: a 

chimera encompassing the strongly dimerizing trans-membrane domain of glycophorin A and a 

point mutation known to induce trans-membrane domain dissociation. The results show that both 

constructs provoke strong cell adhesion. They correspond well to a three-state model of integrin 

activation. A resting state is activated by intracellular ligands to an intermediate state without 

trans-membrane domain separation. The dimerizing chimera mimics the intermediate state, which 

strengthens cellular adhesion. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Atomic force spectroscopy 

To perform single-molecule force spectroscopy measurements with living cells, state-of-the-art 

biophysical techniques like atomic force microscopy1 (AFM) or optical/magnetic tweezers2-4 are 

required. They are highly sensitive tools revealing insights into biological processes on the 

molecular level. The former was deployed in this work, as it allows for more direct control on force 

and position when probing the interactions between cell receptors and their interaction partners 

(ligands). Further, AFM is ideally suited to measure interactions between cells and functionalized 

surfaces presenting a well-defined molecular environment. 

Although AFM was originally used for imaging only, the technique can alike be applied to force 

spectroscopy experiments. To study the receptor molecules on the surface of a living cell, it is 

attached to the AFM force sensor (cantilever) and brought into contact with the receptor-specific 

ligands, which are immobilized on a substrate at a well-defined surface density (fig. 1). 

The kinetics of the receptor-ligand interactions can be characterized by their life times and 

unbinding (rupture) forces (fig. 2). To obtain expressive statistics, a large number of force curves 

must be acquired and analyzed. Therefore, an automated method is necessary to extract these 

parameters and guarantee constant, objective ratings. The example in fig. 2 obviously contains only 

one easily identifiable rupture event (step), but low steps hidden by noise cannot be detected 

manually. However, computer-aided techniques allow for a much higher force resolution, which is 

limited by the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the recorded signals. 
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Fig. 1: Force spectroscopy of living cells using an atomic force microscope (modified from 

Schmitz5). Interactions between cell and substrate cause a deflection of the force sensor 

(cantilever), which results in a change in angle of reflection of a laser beam focused on the 

cantilever’s upper side. The angular change is converted into a voltage signal proportional to the 

force by a segmented photodiode and recorded electronically. a: The cantilever with a living cell 

attached to it is approached with constant velocity to a functionalized surface presenting a specific 

ligand. b: The cell is brought into contact with the substrate at constant indentation force for a 

given dwell time, allowing the receptors exposed on the cell surface to establish intermolecular 

bonds with the corresponding ligands on the substrate. c: While the cantilever is retracted, a 

tether is pulled out of the cell membrane, which exerts a constant force on the cantilever. d: The 

receptor-ligand interactions are broken and the cantilever is further retracted. 

  

   a                                         b                                          c                                        d 

photodiode 

laser beam 

cantilever 

cell 

substrate 
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Fig. 2: Typical force curve (blue) resulting from the approach-retraction cycle (red) illustrated in fig. 

1. The cycle is repeated many times. For each unbinding event (yellow line), the life time and 

rupture force are determined automatically and recorded for statistical analysis. 

 

1.2. Pushing the force resolution limit 

Basically, two strategies are possible to enhance the force resolution: On the one hand, the noise 

can be tackled at its source. Most sources of noise in the measurements described above (such as 

electronic noise or vibrations) may be significantly reduced, e.g. by acoustic damping or vibration 

isolation systems. In contrast, Brownian noise cannot be cut down at all, as this would mean to 

lower the temperature and thereby affect the kinetics of the observed organism. On the other 

hand, as these disturbances cannot be eliminated completely, only post-processing techniques 

come into question to further push the resolution limit. More particularly, two different 

approaches were put to the touch: First, the noise was reduced to increase the SNR and make low 

steps visible. Second, the steps were detected directly within the original signal. 

A comparison of existing noise reduction methods has shown that stationary wavelet transform6, 7 

(SWT) is the most efficient algorithm in the sense of minimum deviation between noisy and clean 

signal (quantified by the root mean square error). Unfortunately, the de-noised signals contain 

spike-shaped artifacts (known as pseudo-Gibbs phenomena), which arise from filtering out small 

wavelet coefficients required to represent the high-frequency characteristics of discontinuities8. 
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Filtering only larger coefficients increases the root mean square error, i.e. the artifacts constitute 

an inevitable side effect. Although they are significantly less pronounced than those resulting from 

conventional noise reduction based on discrete wavelet transform (DWT), they still heavily impair 

the detection of steps. Therefore, a better approach was needed that would both yield comparable 

or lower root mean square errors than SWT and reduce the pseudo-Gibbs phenomena. To this end, 

a novel noise reduction algorithm was developed (see section 2). By averaging a set of recursively 

expanded wavelet coefficients, it is able to reduce much of the noise and thereby reveal important 

features of the recorded force spectra, which are initially hidden. For example, a tether onset force 

of human T lymphocytes could be made visible for the first time. 

If a direct visual control of the rupture events is not necessary, the step detection can also be 

accomplished directly without increasing the SNR beforehand. This was put into practice by a novel 

step detection algorithm that is ideally suited to locate steplike features separating adjacent 

plateaus, even if they are smooth and hidden by noise (see section 3). It can be adjusted to detect 

very low or narrow steps that cannot be recognized by conventional methods. 

1.3. Integrins 

Both algorithms were deployed to analyze single-molecule force spectra of the interactions 

between integrins, force-exposed receptors located on the surface of biological cells, and their 

corresponding ligands. Cellular adhesion and migration across tissue boundaries, and the sensing 

of mechanical properties of the extracellular micro-environment are fundamental biological 

events. Integrins are the main receptors involved in these tasks. They are heterodimers composed 

of one α and one β subunit, each of which encompasses a large extracellular domain, a single-pass 

trans-membrane domain (TMD) and a short cytoplasmic tail9-11 (fig. 3). Up to now, 24 different 

dimers have been identified in mammals, combined from 18 α and 8 β chains12. By mediating 

attachment to the extracellular matrix (ECM) or to other cells, and by transducing signals, integrins 

control important cellular functions13-15. Signal transduction operates bidirectionally: Information 

about the ECM, such as the ligands’ type and state, can be transmitted across the membrane, e.g. 

to regulate growth, proliferation, migration, apoptosis, or cell differentiation (outside-in 

signaling)16, 17. Conversely, intracellular signals can also be forwarded to the cell’s environment 

(inside-out signaling). By conformational activation of the receptors, their affinity can be 

increased18-20. This is particularly important to control processes like inflammation and immune 
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response16, 21-23. Complex cellular functions, such as those involved in hemostasis, rely on both 

directions of transmission24. 

In the ground state, integrins are non-adhesive, but they are activated (i.e. become binding-

competent to ECM ligands) subsequent to receiving cellular signals25. A putative signaling pathway 

leading to integrin activation is initiated by extracellular ligation, e.g. of the chemokine SDF-1α 

(CXCL12), to a G-protein-coupled receptor (GPCR), such as CXCR420, 26, 27 (fig. 4). Chemokines 

(chemotactic cytokines) are signaling proteins that induce chemotaxis, i.e. the directed movement 

of cells along a concentration gradient. GPCRs are integral membrane proteins consisting of an 

extracellular N terminus, seven trans-membrane α-helices connected by six intra- and extracellular 

loops, and an intracellular C terminus28. The ligation induces a conformational change in the GPCR. 

As a consequence, the coupled G-protein trimer is activated and its α subunit dissociated. The 

remaining β-γ-complex activates phospholipase C (PLC), which cleaves phosphatidylinositol-4,5-

bisphosphate (PtdIns(4,5)P2) into inositol-1,4,5-trisphosphate (InsP3) and diacylglycerol (DAG). 

InsP3 triggers the release of Ca2+ ions from the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), which again increases 

calcium influx from the extracellular space through calcium-release activated calcium (CRAC) 

channels. Ca2+ and DAG are supposed to activate guanine-nucleotide-exchange factors (GEFs). 

Subsequently, guanosine triphosphate hydrolase enzymes (GTPases) may be triggered. They 

presumably induce the binding of adaptor proteins (e.g. talin) to the cytoplasmic tails of the 

integrins, which are thereby activated25, 29. 

Besides chemical stimulation (e.g. through chemokines), also mechanical stimulation is important 

for integrin activation30. For example, SDF-1α is a highly potent VLA-4 stimulatory chemokine31-33, 

but fails to activate VLA-4 in the absence of external forces34. The cytoskeletal attachment of 

integrins is known to determine their adhesiveness18, 35, 36. Hence, the attachment state may play 

an important role in mechanically induced integrin activation. 

Investigation of integrin-mediated cell signaling aimed at two objectives: First, the chemical and 

mechanical stimuli mandatory for firm T lymphocyte adhesion in the absence of external forces 

were investigated by studying the effect of SDF-1α on the mechanics of the integrin α4β1 

environment (see section 4). Second, transient conformational states of the αIIbβ3 TMD were 

characterized by force spectroscopy measurements with integrin mutants functionally 

representing these states (see section 5). 
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Fig. 3: Schematic structure of integrins like α4β1 or αvβ3 lacking the α-I 

domain (modified from Campbell et Humphries37). The α and β 

subunits are outlined in blue and red, respectively. a: In the crystal 

structure both dimers are bent over at the “genu” towards the C 

termini of the legs (marked with “C”). This is also supposed to be the 

inactive conformation of native integrins, which are embedded into 

the cell membrane with their legs. b: Model of the extended 

conformational state, which is thought to be a prerequisite for 

integrin-mediated cellular adhesion. The β-propeller presumably 

contains ligand and ion binding sites38. 

 

a b 
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Fig. 4: Putative inside-out signaling cascade leading to integrin activation (modified from Ley et 

al.27). The cascade is initiated by extracellular binding of a stimulatory ligand to the G-protein-

coupled receptor (GPCR). Some steps of the pathway are still to be confirmed, as indicated by the 

dashed lines. Ultimately, the integrins are activated by adaptor proteins binding to their 

cytoplasmic tails. 
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2. Noise reduction 

Experimental sciences and technologies concerning the measurement of weak signals share a 

fundamental problem: noise. Such signals can be e.g. physical observables, transmitted messages 

or any stored information. As it is inherently impossible to conduct noise-free measurements, the 

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is in many cases too low for direct extraction of the actual information 

and can neither be increased by improving the measuring principle nor by averaging over repeated 

runs (e.g. if the observation is very time-consuming or based on non-reproducible random effects). 

Yet, a post-processing technique may still reveal the concealed information. This is true for fields of 

applications as diverse as force spectroscopy of single-molecule interactions39, fiber-optic 

communication systems40, or the discovery of extrasolar planets41. 

A measured signal can be represented by the vector 𝑦 and is assumed to be a linear superposition 

 𝑦  (   )           (1) 

 
of the noise-free source   and a random noise   sampled at discrete intervals  . If the signal is 

smooth enough, simple methods, such as a moving average42, the Savitzky-Golay filter43, or the 

convolution of 𝑦 with a specially-designed low-pass filter kernel44 are feasible to reduce the noise. 

However, if the signal is discontinuous (as for example the unfolding force of single molecules in 

two-state systems45), other noise reduction methods are inevitable to preserve sudden transitions 

like steps or spikes. Fourier-based time-invariant filters fail to separate the high frequency 

components corresponding to these features from broadband noise. By contrast, a discrete 

wavelet transform (DWT) multilevel decomposition partially avoids this problem. It is frequently 

implemented in commercially available data analysis tools. The technique is outperformed by de-

noising based on stationary wavelet transform (SWT), which has been shown to provide a 

particularly good estimate  ̃ for virtually any kind of signal  46. It translates 𝑦 from the time into a 

wavelet domain, where it is represented at different frequency scales, but still as a function of time 

(fig. 5). Coefficients with low amplitudes that do not impinge much on the signal are filtered out. 

Because the reverse transforms are slightly different, they can be averaged to reduce the noise. 

While still incorporating this concept, “recursive noise reduction” (ReNoiR) is based on two novel 

ideas (fig. 6): First, the wavelet transform is applied recursively to the original signal and to certain 

time-scale domains, resulting in a highly redundant expansion of 𝑦. As a consequence, an 

increased amount of reverse transforms can be averaged, so that the noise is reduced more 
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effectively. Second, small wavelet coefficients below a threshold are substituted by a de-noised 

version resulting from the next recursion level (see section 2.1.2). In contrast, conventional hard or 

soft thresholding47 implies a higher loss of information, as these values are simply set to zero. 

ReNoiR differs from other techniques in superior signal recovery performance and preservation of 

discontinuities even at high noise levels. In the following, this is demonstrated on a variety of 

simulated and measured data. 

 

 

 

Fig. 5: Basic principle of SWT-based de-noising: A signal 𝑦 is 

translated from the time into a wavelet domain by SWT (black 

arrows). After setting coefficients below a threshold (dashed 

lines) to zero, the reverse transforms are averaged to 

reconstruct the de-noised signal �̃�. 
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Fig. 6: Schematic representation of the ReNoiR algorithm: The wavelet coefficients of 𝑦 are 

recursively decomposed by SWT (here only shown for one recursion) and reconstructed after 

conventional thresholding (blue). Thereby, an increased amount of reverse transforms can be 

averaged, so that the noise is reduced more effectively. Small wavelet coefficients of recursion 

level 0 are substituted by their reconstructed counterparts (green), because they are most affected 

by noise. Finally, �̃� is recomposed by inverse SWT. 
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2.1. Materials and methods 

2.1.1. Stationary wavelet transform 

The stationary wavelet transform (SWT) is also known as "algorithme à trous"6, 7. Briefly, the 

estimated source signal  ̃ is calculated by decomposing the noisy signal 𝑦 ≡ 𝑎0
0 of length   into 

scaling and wavelet coefficients 𝑎1
0 and 𝑑1

0 of the same lengths. These vectors contain the large-

scale (approximation) and small-scale (detail) components of 𝑦, respectively. The decomposition is 

iteratively performed by convolution (denoted by ∗) of 𝑎𝑙
0 with the impulse responses 𝑔𝑙

lo and 𝑔𝑙
hi 

of a low- and high-pass filter until the maximum level of decomposition (𝐿 ≤ log2 ) is reached 

(𝑙  0   𝐿 −  ): 

 𝑎𝑙 1
0  𝑎𝑙

0 ∗ 𝑔𝑙
lo (2) 

 𝑑𝑙 1
0  𝑎𝑙

0 ∗ 𝑔𝑙
hi (3) 

 
Unless stated otherwise, 𝐿  5 was chosen in this work, as in average best results were obtained 

with this setting. The decomposition filters 𝑔0
lo and 𝑔0

hi correspond to the Haar wavelet48. They are 

up-sampled by a factor of 2 at the end of every iteration. After shrinking all of the 𝐿 detail 

coefficients 𝑑𝑙
0 below a limit 𝑇0 according to the rule �̂�𝑙

0  sgn(𝑑𝑙
0) ∙ max(0 |𝑑𝑙

0| − 𝑇0) (this is 

known as soft-thresholding47), the inverse algorithm is used to recompose the estimate  ̃. The 

amount of suppressed details is determined by 𝑇0. 

SWT creates a (𝐿   )-fold redundant set of wavelet coefficients that correspond to the   possible 

translations of 𝑦: For each shift, 𝑦 can be reconstructed from 𝑑𝑙
0 and 𝑎𝐿

0. Thresholding of 𝑑𝑙
0 results 

in slightly different inverse transforms, which are averaged to reduce the noise. Thus, redundancy 

is the key concept of SWT. A more detailed description of the algorithm can be found in Fowler et 

al.49. 

2.1.2. The ReNoiR algorithm 

ReNoiR is based on two ideas: First, redundancy of the representation of the noisy signal 𝑦 in the 

wavelet domain is highly increased by recursively decomposing the detail coefficients 𝑑𝑙
0 of a SWT 

of 𝑦 into approximation and detail coefficients 𝑎𝑙𝑚𝑛 
𝑟  and 𝑑𝑙𝑚𝑛 

𝑟 , respectively (fig. 7). Second, 

𝑑𝑙𝑚𝑛 
𝑟  is merged with the filtered version �̂�𝑙𝑚𝑛 

𝑟  resulting from the next recursion. Conventional 

hard-thresholding47 of 𝑑𝑙𝑚𝑛 
𝑅  is only performed in the last recursion level 𝑅. The merged small-
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scale components �̃�𝑙𝑚𝑛 
𝑟  are recursively recomposed with the large-scale components 𝑎𝑙𝑚𝑛 

𝑟  to 

�̂�𝑙𝑚𝑛 
𝑟−1  (𝑟 > 0). Eventually, �̃�𝑙

0 and 𝑎𝑙
0 are used to calculate an estimate  ̃ for the noise-free signal 

by inverse SWT. 

This concept is implemented as follows: Initially, the vector 𝑦 ≡ 𝑎0
0 of size   is iteratively 

decomposed into 𝐿  log2  approximation and detail coefficients 𝑎𝑙
0 and 𝑑𝑙

0 (𝑙      𝐿) using 

eq. (2) and (3) (fig. 8). After every iteration step, the low- and high-pass quadrature mirror filters 

 
𝑔0
lo  

 

√ 
(
 
 
) 

𝑔0
hi  

 

√ 
(
− 
 
) 

 

(4) 

 
(5) 

 
are up-sampled by a factor of 2. They are the finite impulse responses corresponding to the 

orthogonal Haar wavelet48, which is particularly suited for the analysis of sudden transitions. It is 

defined by the wavelet function50, 51 
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To eliminate any dependency of the noise reduction efficiency on the chosen wavelet and thereby 

allow for an objective comparison between ReNoiR and the conventional SWT-based method, 

identical filters are used in both cases. 

Next, the convolutions 
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are iteratively applied to the wavelet coefficients 𝑑𝑙
0 ≡ 𝑑𝑙 𝑚 0 𝑛 0     0

0 , starting with 𝑧  𝑚, 

𝑚  0 and 𝑟  0 (fig. 8). The 𝑅    indices 𝑙 𝑚     run from 0 to 𝐿 −   and designate the 

iteration steps of each recursion level (𝑧 is only a substitute for the last index).   is the length of 

the filter vectors (here    ).  𝑑𝑙    
𝑟  must be periodically extended: 

 
𝑑𝑙    
𝑟 [   ]  𝑑𝑙    

𝑟 [ ]   −
 

 
     

 

 
−   (10) 

 

Again, the decomposition filters 𝑔 
lo and 𝑔 

hi are up-sampled by a factor of 2 after every iteration. 

This scheme is repeated recursively with 𝑑𝑙𝑚𝑛 
𝑟 1  until the expansion is stopped at a specified level 

𝑅. Totally, 𝐿𝑅 1 detail and ∑ 𝐿𝑟𝑅
𝑟 0  (𝐿𝑅 1 −  ) (𝐿 −  )⁄  approximation coefficients of size   are 

generated, so that 𝑦 is represented by a (𝐿𝑅 2 −  ) (𝐿 −  )⁄ -fold redundant set of wavelet 

coefficients at the end of the recursive expansion. 

The small-scale components 𝑑𝑙𝑚𝑛 
𝑅 , whose amplitudes fall below a limit 𝑇𝑅(𝑙 𝑚    ), are set to 

zero (this is known as hard-thresholding47): 
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         (11) 

 
Having reached this point, the recursive expansion must be completely reverted to reconstruct the 

signal. Therefore, the wavelet coefficients �̂�𝑙𝑚𝑛 
𝑅  are recomposed with the scaling coefficients 

𝑎𝑙𝑚𝑛 
𝑅  by the inverse algorithm, i.e. both components are deconvolved by means of the 

reconstruction filters �̂� 
lo and �̂� 

hi: 
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𝑟 1 ∗ �̂� 

hi) (12) 

 

Eq. (12) is iteratively evaluated, starting with 𝑙 𝑚     𝐿 and 𝑟  𝑅 −  . As 𝑔 
lo and 𝑔 

hi are 

conjugate quadrature mirror filters, �̂� 
lo and �̂� 

hi are simply the time reverses of the up-sampled 

decomposition filters 𝑔𝐿−1
lo  and 𝑔𝐿−1

hi . They are down-sampled by a factor of 2 after every iteration. 

For 0 ≤ 𝑟  𝑅, the original detail coefficients 𝑑𝑙𝑚𝑛 
𝑟  are then replaced with the filtered �̂�𝑙𝑚𝑛 

𝑟  if 

their amplitudes are smaller than a threshold 𝑇𝑟(𝑙 𝑚    ): 
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To calculate the wavelet coefficients of the next recursion level 𝑟 −  , 𝑎𝑙𝑚𝑛 

𝑟  and the merged 

small-scale components �̃�𝑙𝑚𝑛 
𝑟  are substituted into eq. (12). The whole procedure (reconstruction, 

down-sampling, and merging) is repeated until 𝑟  0 (�̂�𝑙 𝑚 0 𝑛 0     0
0 ≡ �̂�𝑙

0). Ultimately, the 

estimate  ̃ is reconstructed from 𝑎𝑙
0 and �̃�𝑙

0 by inverse SWT. In this work, the number of recursions 

was limited to 𝑅    and the thresholds 𝑇𝑟 were either optimized automatically (see section 2.1.3) 

or set to ideal values in the sense of minimum deviation from the clean signal (see section 2.2.3). 

 

 

Fig. 7: Principle of the ReNoiR algorithm. The detail coefficients 𝑑𝑙
0 of the stationary wavelet 

transform of a noisy signal 𝑦 are recursively decomposed into approximation and detail 

components 𝑎𝑙𝑚𝑛 
𝑟  and 𝑑𝑙𝑚𝑛 

𝑟 , respectively (black arrows). For each 𝑟  𝑅, the detail coefficients 

𝑑𝑙𝑚𝑛 
𝑟  are merged with the filtered �̂�𝑙𝑚𝑛 

𝑟  obtained in the next recursion (symbolized by the 

operators ⊕). At the last recursion level 𝑟  𝑅, the 𝑑𝑙𝑚𝑛 
𝑅  are thresholded instead (blue arrow). In 

both cases, the result is recomposed with 𝑎𝑙𝑚𝑛 
𝑟  to �̂�𝑙𝑚𝑛 

𝑟−1  (𝑟 > 0). Eventually, �̃�𝑙
0 and 𝑎𝑙

0 are used 

to calculate an estimate �̃� for the noise-free signal by inverse SWT. 
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Fig. 8: Expanded view of the concept of ReNoiR for 𝑅    showing individual 

iteration steps. 
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2.1.3. Automatic parameter optimization 

The level-dependent thresholds 𝑇0 for SWT were calculated by the VisuShrink47, SUREShrink52, and 

minimax47, 53 algorithms. They require the knowledge of the standard deviation of the noise, which 

was estimated separately for each decomposition level 𝑙 based on the median absolute deviation 

(MAD) of the wavelet coefficients47: 

  nois (𝑙)  m  ian(|𝑑𝑙
0|)  ⁄  (14) 

 
For white noise, the result is independent of 𝑙, and  nois (0) was used for all levels.   was 

calibrated by means of artificially generated noise with different frequency spectra (table 1). 

For ReNoiR, a new method to optimize 𝑇0 and 𝑇1automatically had to be developed: In a first step, 

for a known noise spectrum, the standard deviations   of the wavelet coefficients 𝑑𝑙
𝑟 

corresponding to the noise are determined by evaluation of artificial noise signals (𝑟  [0  ]; 

0 ≤ 𝑙  log2 ). The level-dependent thresholds 

 𝑇𝑟(𝑙 𝑚)   (𝑑𝑙
𝑟)[ 1( )   2(   )] (15) 

 
are chosen proportional to these “fingerprints”.  1 and  2 are correction terms compensating the 

effects of variable signal lengths and signal-to-noise ratios: 

  1( )  𝑎 
  (16) 

  2(   )   2( so     nois ⁄ )      [− ( nois  so    ⁄ − 𝑑)2] (17) 

 
These relations and parameters were determined empirically (table 1) by analyzing a priori known 

ideal values in the sense of minimal root mean square (RMS) error for a large number of synthetic 

test signals with varied   and SNRs (see also section 2.2.3).  nois  was estimated according to eq. 

(14) and  so     by 

 
 so     √max[ 2(𝑑𝑙

0)] −  nois 
2  (18) 
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noise type 𝜸 𝒓 𝒂 𝒃 𝑨 𝒄 𝒅 

white 0.6745 0 2.43 0.068 -0.91 5.09 0.374 

1 3.03 0.052 -1.21 3.49 0.445 

pink 0.3020 0 1.46 0.129 -2.10 150.00 0.050 

1 1.62 0.122 -2.10 150.00 0.050 

Brownian 0.0227 0 0.05 0.553 -2.44 18.22 0.017 

1 0.04 0.577 -2.10 100.56 0.118 

AFM 0.4320 0 2.65 0.060 -1.07 47.20 0.179 

1 2.76 0.061 -1.12 16.64 0.174 

optical tweezers 0.4610 0 2.08 0.088 -1.26 42.17 0.139 

1 2.74 0.062 -1.40 26.92 0.140 

Table 1: Calibration parameters for different types of noise 

 

2.1.4. Evaluation of the signal recovery performance 

Each noise reduction method was analyzed by means of synthetic test signals 𝑦 consisting of 

  4096 samples superimposed with additive noise of different amplitudes and frequency 

spectra. White, pink, Brownian, and instrumental noise was generated by inverse Fourier 

transform of a given spectral distribution 𝐻(𝜔). For white noise 𝐻(𝜔)   , for pink noise 

𝐻(𝜔)  𝜔−1 2⁄  and for Brownian noise 𝐻(𝜔)  𝜔−1. Noise spectra of an atomic force microscope 

and of optical tweezers were obtained by recording time series free of sample-specific effects. The 

data were de-trended by subtraction of a linear baseline and scaled to standard deviation 1. 𝐻(𝜔) 

was calculated by fast Fourier transform using a block size of 28 and a Hann window to reduce 

spectral leakage (fig. 9). 

The SNRs of 𝑦 and  ̃ 

 
in           (𝑦)  

max( ) − min( )

 (𝑦 −  )
 (19) 

 
o             ( ̃)  

max( ) − min( )

 ( ̃ −  )
 (20) 

 
are here defined as the ratio between the amplitude range of the source and the standard 

deviation   of the noise to serve as a measure of their fidelities (   ( )  ∞). The output SNR is 

commonly used to evaluate the signal recovery performance of noise reduction algorithms46 and 

can be related to the input SNR to express the relative gain. 
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Four standard test signals47 with 101 logarithmically distributed input SNRs ranging from 10-2 to 

102 and 2840 variations of these basic forms were evaluated (see section 2.1.5). Python was used 

for generation of the test signals and data analysis (Python Software Foundation, Wolfeboro Falls, 

NH). 

 

 

2.1.5. Estimate of the noise reduction performance for fundamental signal forms 

To provide a quantitative prediction of the efficiencies attainable by SWT and ReNoiR, 2840 

variations of four fundamental signal forms47  frequently encountered in experimental data were 

analyzed (steps, peaks, damped oscillations, and a combination of sinusoidal oscillations and steps 

– see insets of fig. 11): generalized “Blocks” with variable number of steps and step widths, 

“Bumps” with variable number of peaks and peak widths at random positions, “Dopplers” with 

Fig. 9: Power spectral densities  𝐻(𝜔) 2 of different types of noise 
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variable number of oscillations and phase shifts, as well as “Heavisines” with variable number of 

oscillations, step heights and random step positions/directions (see table 2). These generalized test 

signals are defined by the following formulas: 

 Blocks (𝑙 steps of width 𝑤): 

 

s  ∑(− )  ( −
 − 𝑙𝑤

 
−  𝑤)

𝑙−1

  0

 (21) 

 

 Bumps (𝑙 peaks of width 𝑤 at 𝑙 random positions    [0  [): 
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− 
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 Dopplers (mean oscillation time 𝜏, phase shift 𝜑): 

 

s  √
 

 −  −  
sin(  

𝜏    00000 

 
 −  

 𝜏  0 00000 
 𝜑) (23) 

 

 Heavisines (𝑙 full oscillations with one step of height 𝑑 ℎ and random 𝑑  {−    } each at 

random positions    [  𝑙⁄  (   ) 𝑙⁄ [): 

 

s  
 

 
sin (  𝑙

 

 −  
) −∑𝑑 ℎ

𝑙−1

  0

[  ( −   ) −  ] (24) 

 
  denotes the Heaviside step function. 

The SNR was varied using a variable magnitude of additive white Gaussian noise corresponding to 

input SNRs of 0.1, 1.0, 5.0, 25.0, and 100.0. Some randomly selected examples are shown in fig. 10. 

Filter parameters were optimized automatically (see section 2.1.3). 

The performance of the compared algorithms was evaluated by systematically varying all signal 

parameters except one at a time and averaging the relative gains    ( ̃)    (𝑦)⁄  obtained for the 

signals generated with the constant parameter. For example, the results for the “Bumps” signal 
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were averaged over different peak widths and random peak positions for each number of peaks. 

Subsequently, the gains were averaged over the numbers of peaks and peak positions for each 

peak width. That way it is possible to estimate the noise reduction efficiency for arbitrary 

variations of basic signal forms as a function of one characteristic parameter (e.g. the peak width). 

 

  

Fig. 10: Randomly selected examples out of 2840 test signals (gray) with systematically varied 

characteristics (such as the number of peaks and their widths) and SNRs, which were analyzed 

using different noise reduction algorithms. The noise-free data (black) were combined with 

additive white Gaussian noise. 
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gen. Blocks gen. Bumps gen. Doppler gen. Heavisine 

number of steps (15 
values from 1 to 20) 

number of peaks (11 
values from 1 to 20) 

mean oscillation time 
(40 values from 0 to 1) 

number of full 
oscillations 
(1, 2, 3, 4, 5) 

step width (20 values 
from 2 to 1000 data 
points) 

peak width (13 values 
from 1 to 400 data 
points) 

phase shift (10 values 
from 0 to π) 

step height (15 values 
from 0.0 to 0.5) 

 peak positions (10 
random curves) 

 random step positions 
and directions (10 
random curves) 

Table 2: Varied parameters characterizing the generalized test signals 

 

2.1.6. Analysis of the tether onset force 

A Nanowizard II atomic force microscope (JPK, Berlin, Germany) was deployed to measure force-

distance curves of β1 integrin-deficient Jurkat A1 lymphocytes with re-substituted β1 integrin54 

interacting with the VLA-4 ligand VCAM-1 as described by Schmitz et al.55. A VCAM-1 concentration 

of 2 µg/ml and a constant approach/retract velocity of 3.4 µm/s were used. ReNoiR was applied to 

reveal hidden steps in the acquired data. Curves showing at least two steps were extracted. The 

first one was considered a force barrier for tether formation if meeting the following criteria: It 

appears within a retraction distance of 500 nm and is clearly separated by not less than 50 data 

points from its successive step that is at least 10 pN higher than the first one. Step heights were 

determined as indicated by the red lines in fig. 16b. 

2.1.7. Analysis of the SERS spectra 

SERS data measured with a Raman spectroscope56 was processed by ReNoiR to reduce the noise 

using the filter settings 𝑅   , 𝑇0  ∞ and 𝑇1   0. Local maxima were detected as peaks if 

showing a strictly monotonically increasing flank on the left and a strictly monotonically decreasing 

flank on the right consisting of 4 data points each. 

2.1.8. Analysis of the optical tweezers measurements 

Histograms over force vs. time records of leucine zipper constructs measured with optical 

tweezers57 were calculated after reducing the noise using the ReNoiR algorithm (fig. 17a). Three 
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distributions corresponding to the unfolded and two intermediate states could be clearly resolved. 

The numerical derivative of the de-noised signal was thresholded to locate possible 

folding/unfolding transitions (fig. 17b) and the previously determined force levels were fitted to 

the data between these transitions (fig. 17c). 

2.2. Results 

2.2.1. Synthetic data 

The ability of ReNoiR to recover a clean source   hidden in a noisy signal 𝑦 with SWT-based de-

noising was compared using automatically optimized thresholds. For SWT, multiple techniques 

exist to choose these parameters without any prior knowledge about the clean signal. The 

VisuShrink47, SUREShrink52, and minimax47, 53 algorithms were compared. For ReNoiR, a new 

method had to be developed. It aims at thresholding wavelet coefficients adaptively to the mean 

amplitudes expected for the noise of a known spectrum at each recursion and decomposition level 

(see section 2.1.3). 

Frequently used synthetic test signals superimposed with noise of different amplitudes and 

spectral distributions were analyzed, as they reflect common properties of real experimental 

data47 (insets of fig. 11). The relative gain of the mean SNR of 100 estimates  ̃ 〈   ( ̃)〉    (𝑦)⁄  

was evaluated for input SNRs of the noisy data 𝑦 in the range from 10-2 to 102. For all investigated 

test signals and most input SNRs, ReNoiR yields higher signal fidelities than the SWT-based 

techniques, both for additive white Gaussian noise (fig. 11, 12) and for different types of colored 

noise (fig. 13). With decreasing    (𝑦), the correlation between  ̃ and   is gradually lost. At very 

high noise levels, the best estimate for   ultimately becomes a straight line (i.e.  ̃  0). 

Consequently, the output SNRs of all noise reduction algorithms approach    ( ̃  0) for input 

SNRs around or below 0.5 (dashed gray lines in fig. 11). Recovery performance for low SNRs above 

this limit is particularly relevant for practical applications (fig. 12). The relative gains averaged 

between 0.5 and 2.5, which is also the range shown in fig. 12, are largest for ReNoiR, except for the 

“Bumps” signal contaminated with white noise of intermediate amplitudes (table 3). The recursive 

approach generates less spike-shaped artifacts (known as pseudo-Gibbs phenomena) than SWT 

and reproduces sharp transitions more clearly (fig. 14). For too low input SNRs to yield any 

information correlated to the clean signal (such as in the beginning of the “Doppler” example, fig. 
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14c), ReNoiR tends to produce a noise-free constant signal with zero amplitude, whereas a 

considerable amount of noise still passes the SWT-based filters. 

To provide a quantitative prediction of the noise reduction performance for the basic signal forms 

of the four standard test signals (peaks, steps, oscillations, and a combination of the latter two), 

their characteristics were systematically varied (such as the peak heights and widths) and the 

output SNR was evaluated as a function of these parameters (see section 2.1.5). The analysis 

revealed that ReNoiR in average shows significantly higher gains than SWT for the four basic signal 

forms and all noise levels, independently of the chosen parameter optimization algorithm (fig. 15 

and table 4). Averaged over all test signals of the four base classes, an improvement between 17% 

and 857% was attained. 
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Fig. 11: Signal recovery performance of different filter methods. The relative gain of the mean SNR 

after noise reduction is plotted vs. the SNR of the noisy test signals 𝑦, which are composed of the 

sample curves 𝑠 shown in the insets and additive white Gaussian noise of varied amplitudes. Each 

data point represents an average value obtained from 100 curves with distinct random noise. 

Dashed gray lines: output SNRs for �̃�  0. The markers are drawn for clarity only. 
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Fig. 12: Zoomed views of the areas marked by the blue rectangles in fig. 11. 
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Fig. 13: Signal recovery performance of different filter methods with automatically optimized 

parameters applied to test signals composed of the same noise-free curves as in fig. 11 and 

additive correlated noise of varied amplitudes and frequency spectra. The relative gain of the 

mean SNR after noise reduction is plotted vs. the SNR of the noisy signals 𝑦 contaminated with 

pink (a) and Brownian (b) noise, as well as instrumental noise of an atomic force microscope (c) 

and of optical tweezers (d). Each data point represents an average value obtained from 100 curves 

with distinct random noise. The markers are drawn for clarity only. 

  

a 

c d 
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Fig. 14: Test signals (a: “Bumps”, b: “Blocks”, c: “Doppler”, d: “Heavisine”) contaminated with white 

Gaussian noise after filtering with different techniques (top) and residuals showing the deviation 

from the noise-free signal (bottom). The magnified sections are indicated by rectangles in the 

insets. The input and output SNRs are listed in table 5. 

  

a b 

c d 
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Fig. 15: Signal recovery performance of ReNoiR relative to SWT obtained with generalized test 

signals (see examples in fig. 10) and automatically optimized thresholds. The relative gain in 

output SNR 〈   (�̃�   oi )    (�̃�)⁄ 〉 −   averaged over varied signal characteristics (table 2) is 

shown for the four fundamental signal forms and various input SNRs. ReNoiR always produced 

higher average output SNRs than the SWT-based methods, so that no negative gains occur. 
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de-noising method 
threshold 
optimization 
method 

〈〈SNR(�̃�)〉 SNR(𝒚)⁄ 〉 

Blocks Bumps Doppler Heavisine 

SWT VisuShrink 6.56 6.39 6.67 7.07 

SWT SUREShrink 6.07 5.95 6.13 6.44 

SWT minimax 6.44 6.28 6.52 6.88 

ReNoiR (𝑅   ) adaptive 7.38 8.39 8.10 13.13 

Table 3: Relative gain of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) achieved with various noise reduction 

methods and automatically optimized thresholds applied to the test signals plotted in the insets of 

fig. 11. Each value represents the average gain over the range of input SNRs shown in fig. 12 (0.5 to 

2.5). 

 

compared threshold 
optimization method 

SNR(𝒚) 

relative increase in SNR(�̃�) by ReNoiR [%] 

generalized 
Blocks 

generalized 
Bumps 

generalized 
Doppler 

generalized 
Heavisine 

VisuShrink 0.1 261.1 772.9 255.0 266.5 

1.0 54.3 59.2 74.6 74.0 

5.0 98.9 42.4 60.4 43.5 

25.0 149.7 136.0 40.7 23.8 

100.0 158.2 140.7 33.3 19.5 

SUREShrink 0.1 295.5 856.5 289.0 301.7 

1.0 64.6 73.0 91.2 90.7 

5.0 58.7 27.6 72.1 55.1 

25.0 84.6 61.6 54.1 42.8 

100.0 90.9 64.0 59.1 52.8 

minimax 0.1 270.8 796.5 264.6 276.5 

1.0 56.4 63.0 79.3 78.7 

5.0 62.1 31.1 62.2 45.0 

25.0 90.1 80.3 35.0 18.3 

100.0 96.6 81.2 28.3 16.9 

Table 4: Signal recovery performance of ReNoiR relative to SWT obtained with generalized test 

signals and automatically optimized thresholds. The table lists the values shown in fig. 15. 
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de-noising method 
threshold 
optimization 
method 

SNR 

Blocks Bumps Doppler Heavisine 

none (noisy signal)  2.0 10.0 5.0 30.0 

SWT VisuShrink 12.0 25.4 20.8 156.9 

SWT SUREShrink 11.5 39.4 23.1 171.6 

SWT minimax 12.1 32.1 21.7 178.2 

ReNoiR (𝑅   ) adaptive 14.3 57.6 31.1 225.6 

Table 5: Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) achieved with various noise reduction methods and 

automatically optimized thresholds applied to the test signals plotted in fig. 14. 

 

2.2.2. Experimental data 

ReNoiR was further analyzed using experimental data to demonstrate its benefit for practical 

applications. To this end, the adhesion force of single tethers (membrane tubes) formed by 

lymphocytes when interacting with the integrin VLA-4 ligand VCAM-1 was measured. Force-

distance curves were obtained by atomic force spectroscopy measurements with membrane 

tethers pulled from living human T lymphocytes to test the existence of a force barrier for tether 

formation (fig. 16a). The phenomenon has been described theoretically and was measured to be in 

the low pN range for membrane vesicles at the used retract velocities and contact areas58. A tether 

onset force of hundreds of pN was found using optical tweezers on outer hair cells59, but on 

lymphocytes the barrier could not be revealed directly in AFM spectra, because it is hidden by the 

noise. The property of ReNoiR to preserve sudden transitions made it possible to observe the 

tether onset force on lymphocytes for the first time (fig. 16b) and determine it to be (10.4 ± 0.5) 

pN. 

By applying the same method to the detected position of a bead trapped by magnetic tweezers 

and bound to a DNA molecule60, the distance between the microsphere and the lens focus could 

be resolved down to less than 1 nm (fig. 16c, d). Similarly, by de-noising force vs. time records of 

leucine zipper constructs measured with optical trap experiments57, two intermediate folded 

states could be clearly distinguished and the transitions between them could be resolved (fig. 17). 

In contrast to hidden Markov models, no estimates are necessary, e.g. about transition 

probabilities. Hence, an unbiased data analysis is possible. The individual states are less marked in 

the histograms of the raw data and of the same force trace de-noised by SWT. ReNoiR increases 
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the SNR, so that the distributions are sharpened. Thereby, peaks initially blurred by noise become 

visible. This is particularly important for systems with unknown and hardly separated states. 

ReNoiR can also be deployed for locating very low peaks, as for example in a surface-enhanced 

Raman spectroscopy (SERS) spectrum56 (fig. 16e). Besides offering faster data acquisition, the 

technique allows for the recognition of scattering species at small concentrations that are initially 

below the detection limit. 
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Fig. 16: Application of the ReNoiR algorithm to experimental data. a: Force-distance curve 

obtained by atomic force spectroscopy measurements of the interaction of human T lymphocytes 

with the integrin VLA-4 ligand VCAM-1. The curve shows the typical signature of membrane tether 

formation. b: A force barrier can be observed after noise reduction and was determined to be 

(10.4 ± 0.5) pN (indicated by the red lines). c: Position of a magnetic bead attached to a DNA 

molecule measured with magnetic tweezers. The bead is fixed and the focus is shifted 

bidirectionally by about 0.8 nm. After noise reduction by SWT/SUREShrink or ReNoiR, the relative 

movement becomes visible. d: A histogram over the data filtered by ReNoiR reveals the two focus 

positions. Without noise reduction or with SWT, the distributions cannot be distinguished. e: 

Surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) spectrum of a silver substrate covered by 

dodecanethiol. Some peak locations (orange) only become visible after application of the ReNoiR 

algorithm (black) to the raw data (gray). 
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2.2.3. Ideal filter parameters 

Automatic threshold selection techniques are far from a (theoretical) optimum, because they can 

only be grounded on estimates about the root mean square error 

    ( ̃)  √( ̃ −  )2   (25) 

 
corresponding to a choice, because   is a priori unknown. However, in some applications other 

selection criteria exist, so that no automatic parameter optimization is necessary. For instance, if   

Fig. 17: a: Force vs. time trace of a leucine zipper held at a pretension of 14.1 pN by two optical 

tweezers at constant trap separation before (gray) and after noise reduction (black). b: The 

numerical derivative of the de-noised data was thresholded (green) to locate possible 

folding/unfolding transitions (red). c: By calculating a histogram over the de-noised data, the 

unfolded and two intermediate states (11.0, 13.1, and 14.1 pN, respectively) could be resolved 

(orange). The blue curve shows the fits to these states. 
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reflects a number of discrete states concealed by large noise amplitudes, the filter settings can be 

optimized to obtain sharp peaks in a histogram of  ̃ (fig. 16d). In such cases, the theoretical 

optimum, i.e. the signal recovery performance attainable by ideal filter settings in the sense of 

minimum RMS, is more relevant. Further, a comparison of maximum attainable noise reduction 

efficiencies is only possible with optimal settings, because the efficiency of an automatic threshold 

optimization algorithm would influence the result. 

For these reasons, ReNoiR was compared with SWT using ideal thresholds, too. These parameters 

were obtained for both methods, every signal, and every noise amplitude by minimizing the 

deviation between the clean synthetic test signal signal   and the estimate  ̃, which was quantified 

by the RMS. With ideal parameters, ReNoiR cannot perform worse than SWT, as the recursive 

expansion is effectively omitted for 𝑅    and 𝑇1 → ∞ (see section 2.1.2). In this case, both 

algorithms are equivalent. For most test signals and noise levels, the recursive approach showed 

better results (fig. 18 and 19). If the merging step is skipped (by setting 𝑇0 → ∞) and only 𝑇1 is 

optimized, the attained output SNRs are significantly lower. This indicates that both the recursive 

expansion and the merging process are responsible for the increased performance of ReNoiR. 

Two classical smoothing techniques were also included in the comparison: The Savitzky-Golay 

method consists in convolving a signal with a polynomial kernel43. Here, a polynomial of degree 5 

was used for the kernel with varying length 𝑤. Gaussian smoothing is another common method to 

reduce noise44. It can be expressed as a convolution with the normal distribution 

 
 ( )  

 

√   
 x (−

 2

  2
) (26) 

 
characterized by the standard deviation  . Again, the parameters 𝑤 and   were selected so as to 

minimize the RMS. Gaussian smoothing attained the same or better output SNRs than the wavelet-

based methods at very high noise levels – given that an ideal   can also be found without the prior 

knowledge of the clean signal  . 
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Fig. 18: Signal recovery performance obtained with ideal thresholds in the sense of minimal RMS 

error. In the limit 𝑇0 → ∞, the ReNoiR merging process is omitted and the output SNRs are 

significantly decreased. The Savitzky-Golay algorithm is not suited for de-noising. Gaussian 

smoothing yields good results for very high noise levels. As in fig. 11, the four standard test signals 

shown in the insets are contaminated with additive white Gaussian noise. Each data point 

represents an average value obtained from 100 curves with distinct random noise. 
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2.3. Discussion 

ReNoiR aims at averaging out uncorrelated fluctuations. This is also the fundamental concept of 

SWT, but the increased redundancy originating from the recursive wavelet expansion provides a 

more efficient way to suppress these fluctuations. By merging the wavelet coefficients resulting 

from different recursion levels (fig. 6), errors induced by conventional thresholding are reduced. 

This contrasts with de-noising based on conventional SWT, where small-scale components below a 

threshold are set to zero (fig. 5). As a consequence, important information is lost, signal recovery is 

impaired and pseudo-Gibbs artifacts can arise in the reconstructed signal. These effects are 

reduced by replacing values below the threshold with the filtered coefficients emerging from 

recursion level 𝑟    (fig. 20). Higher values are in general less affected by noise and can be left 

unchanged, as they mainly originate from the deeper levels of decomposition and thus comprise 

less detail information. If the merging is omitted by setting 𝑇0 → ∞ (i.e. only the recursive 

Fig. 19: Zoomed views of the areas marked by the blue rectangles in fig. 18. 
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expansion is performed; see section 2.1.2), noise is reduced less efficiently (fig. 18 and 19), 

indicating the importance of the procedure. 

Conventional SWT-based de-noising can be regarded as a special case of ReNoiR, as both 

algorithms are equivalent if the recursive expansion is omitted by setting 𝑅  0. Effectively, only 

the red and blue elements marked in fig. 7 and 8 are used under this condition. 

 

  

Fig. 20: Detail coefficients obtained from the decomposition of the noisy step signal shown in the 

inset before (light colors) and after the merging process (dark colors). Values below the threshold 

(dashed black lines) are replaced with a de-noised version resulting from the next recursion level. 
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3. Step detection 

Experimental data obtained by observing a biological system at microscopic scales often reflects 

multiple discrete states, e.g. the disruption of intermolecular bonds61, 62, the unfolding of 

proteins45, 63, or the stepwise movement of a molecular motor64-66. The study of such phenomena 

requires highly sensitive single-molecule techniques like optical/magnetic tweezers or atomic force 

microscopy. They are common tools to examine the kinetics of molecular bonds or enzymatic 

activity67, because their spatial and force resolution is sufficient to analyze events on a nm and pN 

scale, respectively. In contrast to ensemble measurements, they allow revealing the mechanical 

properties of individual proteins and resolving conformational changes. For example, observation 

of the unbinding of membrane tubes pulled from living cells would not be possible without single-

molecule techniques. However, the measured signal is impaired by thermal fluctuations, electronic 

noise, and vibrations, as the disturbances are generally of the same order of magnitude as the 

investigated events. To analyze such data, an automated method to identify the steps marking the 

transitions between the discrete states of the investigated system is necessary. In a comparison of 

existing detection algorithms, an iterative fit procedure (“𝜒2 method”) proposed by Kerssemakers 

et al.68 combined with a moving average filter showed the best overall performance69. The window 

size of the mean filter can be optimized for the types of steps to be recognized. 

It is obvious that any information about the steps, such as their average width or signal-to-noise 

ratio (SNR), i.e. the ratio between height and the standard deviation of the noise, can be used to 

increase the probability of successful detection. In practical applications, these properties are 

often very similar for all steps, and their approximate heights and widths are usually known. The 

noise level can generally be determined from the measured data. Here, it is demonstrated that 

significantly higher detection rates can be obtained by a novel moving step fit (MSF) algorithm, 

which makes use of this information. In contrast to other methods optimized to identify changes 

between a small number of identical states70, MSF is intended to reveal transitions between 

arbitrary discrete states. It allows the identification of low steps hidden in experimental data, 

which have been unrecognized before due to very low SNRs. By adjusting its fit window size, steps 

can be detected within two extreme cases: low and wide steps with heights far below the noise 

amplitude, as well as higher, but very narrow steps separated by only a few data points. 
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3.1. Materials and methods 

3.1.1. Detection method of Kerssemakers et al. 

In contrast to the original approach68, a windowed mean filter replacing each data point in the 

middle of  𝜆    consecutive points with their average value was applied to the noisy data 

beforehand, because that has been shown to increase the detection rate69. After adding the mean 

filter, the Matlab implementation (The Mathworks, Natick, MA) kindly provided by J. Kerssemakers 

was used. Briefly, a single step is fitted to every possible position of the time trace, and the data is 

partitioned at the location corresponding to the smallest 𝜒2 sum. The procedure is repeated 

iteratively with both resulting parts until the 𝜒2 sum has been determined for every data point. 

Values below a threshold correspond to possible step positions. 

3.1.2. MSF algorithm 

Initially, the noisy data 𝑦  sampled at discrete time or space intervals    is pre-processed by 

convolution with a Gaussian kernel44 with standard deviation  . Thereby, both the source signal 

and the noise are smoothed, but continuous parts, such as plateaus between steps, are preserved. 

Then, a step of height ℎ  is fitted at position   in the middle of a moving window of size  𝑤 

(𝑤 ≤    − 𝑤). Here, a piecewise linear fit function 
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with uniform slope but different constant terms was used. A second, continuous function 

 𝑔 (  )  𝑚 
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is fitted to the whole window. In both cases, the global optima of the free parameters are obtained 

analytically: 
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At each position the residual sum of squares (RSS) is calculated for    and 𝑔 . The term 
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only takes on high values if the step function    fits better than the continuous function 𝑔 . 

Multiplication by the step height ℎ  is optional and assures that large steps are more likely to be 

detected. Therefore,    is an indicator for the probability of   to be a potential step position. 

Consequently, local maxima exceeding a threshold significantly above the statistical fluctuations of 

  can be regarded as steps. If the number of steps 𝑆 is a priori known, the 𝑆 highest local maxima 

define the step positions instead. 

3.1.3. Generation of the test signals 

Different types of test signals were used to evaluate the 𝜒2 and MSF method (see table 6 and fig. 

21): 

Data set A consists of curves with 𝑆    steps of height one separated by a variable distance (see 

example in fig. 22a). 

For data set B, artificial force spectra were generated by Monte Carlo simulations (see example in 

fig. 22b). They contain a given number 𝑆 of steps with randomly determined positions and heights. 
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In brief, for   8 9  tether extensions 𝑧  sampled at small time intervals ∆  𝑧𝑁  𝑣⁄ , the 

rupture probability    𝑘off ∙ ∆  was calculated from the force-dependent off-rate71 

 

 
𝑘off(  )  𝑘off

0  x (
  𝑤

𝑘𝑇
) (35) 

 
using the force 

 
    (𝑧 )  𝑘1𝑧   𝑣 [ −  x (−
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 𝑣
)] (36) 

 
exerted by a Kelvin body representing a single tether55. Each    was compared with a random 

number 𝑟  in the range [0  [ and the first occurrence of   > 𝑟  was considered a rupture event, 

i.e.    was set to zero for      . To obtain curves with multiple steps, the procedure was 

repeated and the forces    were summed up. The experiment-specific parameters were chosen to 

mimic real single-molecule force spectroscopy data obtained with biological cells55, 72: 𝑘1 = 1.6 

pN/µm, 𝑘2 = 260 pN/µm,   = 5.9 µNs/m, 𝑘off
0  = 0    −1, 𝑤 = 1.8 Å, 𝑇 = 36 °C, 𝑧𝑁 = 16.0 µm, 𝑣 = 3.4 

µm/s. As it is common practice, forces are plotted with reversed sign. 

To allow for a quantification of force resolution, data set C was designed to contain steps with 

discrete heights – as opposed to the continuous distribution of step heights resulting from the 

Monte Carlo simulations. Exactly four steps with randomly chosen heights (5, 10, 20, or 40 pN) 

were placed at fixed positions (2, 6, 10, and 14 µm). To resemble data set B, linear plateaus with 

slope 𝑘1 were created between the steps. 

The signals of data set A were contaminated with additive white Gaussian noise. The artificial force 

curves of data sets B were superimposed by normal-distributed random noise with a frequency 

spectrum measured by a Nanowizard II atomic force microscope (JPK, Berlin, Germany), and both 

types of noise were applied to data set C. 

White Gaussian noise was created by a Box-Muller transform73 of uniformly distributed random 

numbers generated by the Mersenne Twister algorithm74. To reproduce unlimited amounts of the 

instrumental noise, force signals free of sample-specific effects were recorded with the atomic 

force microscope and de-trended by subtraction of a linear baseline. Their average spectral 

distribution was calculated by fast Fourier transform using a block size of 28 and a Hann window to 
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reduce spectral leakage. Noise signals of various amplitudes were generated by inverse Fourier 

transforms of this spectrum with uniformly distributed random phase shifts. 

 

  

Fig. 21: Examples of the three types of test signals deployed for data analysis (A: constant plateaus 

separated by two steps of height one at a variable distance contaminated by additive white 

Gaussian noise, B: artificial force-distance curves mimicking single-molecule force spectroscopy 

experiments with living cells superimposed by AFM noise, C: like B, but exactly 4 steps at 2, 6, 10, 

and 14 µm with discrete heights randomly chosen from 5, 10, 20, and 40 pN). 
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data set description 

A 2 steps with constant plateaus separated by a variable distance superimposed by 
additive white Gaussian noise of variable amplitudes (100 curves for each step distance 
and noise level with N = 4200 data points) 

B Monte Carlo simulations of force curves obtained by atomic force spectroscopy with a 
variable number of steps (1 to 100) at random positions superimposed by instrumental 
noise of variable amplitudes (100 curves for each number of steps and noise level with 
N = 8192 data points) 

C artificial force curves containing 4 steps at fixed positions (2, 6, 10, and 14 µm) with 
randomly selected heights (5, 10, 20, or 40 pN) superimposed by white or instrumental 
noise with a standard deviation of 10 pN (1000 curves with N = 8192 data points) 

Table 6: Test signals used for the evaluation of the step detection algorithms 

 

3.1.4. Evaluation of the step detection algorithms 

To evaluate the step detection performance of the algorithms described above, their efficiencies to 

localize the steps contained in the noisy test signals were quantified. The problem of finding an 

estimate for the true number of steps 𝑆 was excluded from the analysis, because a wrong number 

would affect the results, so that an unbiased comparison of the actual detection performance 

would not be possible. 

Both detection methods generate a measure for the estimated probability (“significance”) of any 

data point to be a step. The 𝑆 highest local maxima of this indicator define the (potentially false) 

identified step positions (fig. 22e and f). A detected step was rated a false-positive if the deviation 

from its true position was greater than ±4 data points, and a true step was rated a false-negative if 

the deviation from its detected position was greater than ±4 data points. Since 𝑆 step candidates 

were tested, each missed true step implied the false detection of a non-existent step and vice 

versa. Hence, the numbers of false-positives and false-negatives are equal for each test signal. The 

numbers of false detections were recorded and the rate of successful detections was calculated 

according to the formula 

 
                

𝑆 −                           

𝑆
 (37) 

 
For each noise-free test signal, detection method, and noise level, the evaluation was repeated at 

least 100 times with distinct random noise. 
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The method-specific parameters were chosen to maximize detection rates for the average SNRs 

and widths of the steps contained in the test signals. This was only possible, because these 

properties were a priori known. In practical applications, optimal settings must be determined 

either manually or calibrated by simulated data (see section 3.2.8). Data evaluation was done with 

Matlab and Python. 

3.1.5. Calculation of the step heights 

Linear fits 

  l f ( )  𝑚l f    l f  (38) 

   igh ( )  𝑚 igh     igh  (39) 

 
were performed over up to 2048 data points to the left and to the right of the identified step 

positions  s   , but no further than to the neighboring detected steps. The step heights were 

determined from the difference of the values of both fit functions at the positions of the steps: 

 ℎ    igh ( s   ) −  l f ( s   )  (𝑚 igh −𝑚l f ) s      igh −  l f  (40) 

 

3.1.6. Recording of the AFM spectra 

A Nanowizard II atomic force microscope (JPK, Berlin, Germany) was deployed to measure force-

distance curves of β1 integrin-deficient Jurkat A1 lymphocytes with re-substituted β1 integrin54 

interacting with the VLA-4 ligand VCAM-1 as described by Schmitz et al.55. A VCAM-1 concentration 

of 2 µg/ml and a constant approach/retract velocity of 3.4 µm/s were used. 

3.2. Results and discussion 

3.2.1. Step detection performance 

To render a quantitative evaluation of correct and false detections possible, the step positions 

must be a priori known. For that reason, the step detection performance of MSF was compared 

with the 𝜒2 method68 by means of synthetic test signals (fig. 21). The 𝜒2 method was chosen as 

reference, because it has been shown to perform best among other highly efficient techniques69. 
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Two different types of signals were analyzed (table 6): First, simple curves with two steps of height 

one separated by a variable distance were deployed to study the influence of the SNR and of the 

distance between successive steps on the detection rates (data set A, see example in fig. 22a, c). 

The clean signals were contaminated by additive white Gaussian noise. Second, artificial force-

distance curves mimicking single-molecule force spectroscopy experiments with living cells were 

created by Monte Carlo simulations and superimposed by the characteristic instrumental noise of 

a JPK Nanowizard II AFM (data set B, see example in fig. 22b, d). Such experiments are highly 

relevant to understand cell-surface or cell-cell adhesion and cellular force sensing55. Every 

simulated curve contains a predefined number 𝑆 of steps at random positions. Since the 𝜒2 

method requires a manual selection of the number of steps to be detected, a comparison how 

accurately 𝑆 can be determined is not possible. Thus, the number of steps was assumed to be 

known, i.e. both algorithms were configured to detect the 𝑆 most significant steps. As a 

consequence, the number of false-positives and false-negatives is equal and needs not be 

compared separately. For practical applications, an automatic selection of 𝑆 might be required. 

Therefore, the MSF algorithm can also be deployed with a given detection sensitivity, i.e. any steps 

with a significance exceeding a given threshold are detected (see section 3.1.2). 
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Fig. 22: Evaluation of the MSF algorithm. a: Synthetic test signal containing two steps of height one 

separated by a defined distance (data set A). b: Artificial AFM spectrum generated by Monte Carlo 

simulations mimicking an idealized (noise-free) force-distance curve typically obtained by cell 

adhesion measurements (data set B). c: Clean signal superimposed by normal-distributed white 

noise. d: Clean signal superimposed by random AFM noise with a standard deviation of 20 pN. e, f: 

Indicators of possible step positions calculated from the noisy signals by the MSF algorithm (blue). 

Local maxima were used to identify the steps. Orange lines mark the true step positions, black dots 

correct detections, the green dot a false-positive, and the red dot a false-negative. 
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The efficiencies of both step detection methods depend not only on the signal and noise 

characteristics, but also on the choice of parameters: The 𝜒2 algorithm can be optimized by 

varying the window size 𝜆 of the moving average filter and MSF by varying the width of the 

smoothing kernel   and the half window size 𝑤 (see sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2). As optimal 

parameters in the sense of maximum detection rates depend on the SNRs and widths of the steps 

in a complex way, they were determined numerically by evaluating test signals with pre-defined 

characteristics and a priori known step positions (see section 3.2.8). In doing so, four scenarios 

were considered, each for data set A and B: First, the average SNR and either the average width 

(for set A) or the number of the steps (for set B) were assumed to be known and fairly constant, 

i.e. both facts were used for parameter selection (fig. 23a and b). In the second case, very different 

step widths (or numbers of steps) can occur, i.e. parameters were optimized for each noise level 

(i.e. the constant SNR for data set A and an average SNR for data set B) and for a broad range of 

step distances (fig. 24a and b). Third, parameters were chosen yielding highest detection rates for 

an approximately constant SNR and variable step distances (fig. 24c and d). If neither the SNRs nor 

the widths of the steps can be narrowed down, optimization must be performed for arbitrary step 

characteristics within a reasonable range (fig. 24e and f), resulting in constant parameters for all 

test signals (   , 𝑤  30, and 𝜆  4). 

Generally, attainable detection rates depend on the step characteristics and on the type of noise. If 

either the SNRs or the widths of the steps are similar, detection rates can be highly improved by 

MSF in comparison to the 𝜒2 method. MSF is particularly effective for curves with many or narrow 

steps. Even if both the heights and the widths of the steps vary, it yields higher detection rates in 

many cases for both types of test signals and shows the best overall performance with about 20% 

higher detection rates than the 𝜒2 algorithm for data set A and about 30% for data set B (table 7). 

The Kerssemakers method combined with the moving average filter works well with curves 

containing few steps. It is less effective in general, because the 𝜒2 sum calculated at a potential 

step position is increased by other steps, making it a less sensitive indicator. Only curves with at 

least 2 steps could be included in the analysis, as the algorithm fails if the number of steps to be 

detected is set to 1. Further, the decay in the beginning of the artificial force curves of data set B 

impairs the method and results in some false-positive detections. 
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Fig. 23: Detection rates vs. noise amplitudes of the MSF and the 𝜒2 method applied to synthetic 

test signals. Every marker represents the average rate over 100 curves with distinct random noise, 

with error bars indicating the standard errors. a: Two steps of height one separated by a variable 

distance (data set A, see example in fig. 22c). The last plot shows the average detection rates over 

33 step distances between 40 and 1000 data points. Detection parameters were optimized for the 

constant SNRs and distances of the steps. b: Artificial force curves generated by Monte Carlo 

simulations with varied number of steps (data set B, see example in fig. 22d). Parameter 

optimization was performed for each noise level and number of steps. The last plot shows the 

average detection rates over the range of 2, 3, …, 50 steps. 

 

 

 

a 
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Figure 24: Detection rates vs. noise amplitudes of the MSF and the 𝜒2 algorithm applied to 

synthetic test signals for different optimization methods. Every marker represents the average rate 

over 100 curves with distinct random noise, with error bars indicating the standard errors. a, c, e: 

Results for data set A with parameters optimized for (a) each SNR of the steps and variable width, 

(c) variable SNR and each width, and (e) for variable SNR and width. The last plot shows the 

average detection rates over 33 step distances between 40 and 1000 data points. b, d, f: Results for 

data set B with parameters optimized for (b) each noise level and a variable number of steps, (d) 
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variable noise level and each number of steps, and (f) for variable noise level and number of steps. 

The last plot shows the average detection rates over the range of 2, 3, …, 50 steps. 

 

 data set A data set B 

step detection method 
absolute 

detection rate 
relative 

detection rate 
absolute 

detection rate 
relative 

detection rate 

MSF 65.4 % 119.9 % 83.6 % 131.3 % 

𝜒2 54.5 % 100.0 % 63.7 % 100.0 % 

Table 7: Total average detection rates for the data shown in fig. 23. Filter settings were individually 

optimized for every noise amplitude and step width (data set A) / number of steps (data set B). 

Relative rates are related to the results obtained by the 𝜒2 method combined with the windowed 

mean filter. 

 

3.2.2. Distribution of false-positives and -negatives 

The real AFM measurements modeled by the simulated force curves typically show a noise level of 

about 10 pN and no more than 10 steps. Therefore, any further analysis of data set B was 

restricted to curves with 2 to 10 steps and 10 pN AFM noise. On these conditions, optimal 

detection rates were obtained by   3 5, 𝑤  30, 𝜆   . If not stated otherwise, these 

parameters were used in the following. 

A detected/unrecognized step was rated a false-positive/false-negative if the deviation from the 

nearest true position was greater than ±4 data points. Otherwise it is correct by definition. Both 

false-positive and false-negative detections decrease with increasing step heights, as higher steps 

can be identified more reliably. The number of false-negatives is much lower for MSF than for the 

𝜒2 method and the number of false-positives is similar (fig. 25). 
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Fig. 25: True (black) and detected (blue) step positions found in data set B by MSF (a) and the 𝜒2 

method (b). The numbers of false-positives (green) and false-negatives (red) are significantly lower 

for MSF. 

  

 

 

a 
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3.2.3. Height resolution 

To analyze real data, generally not only the step positions, but also their heights must be 

determined. The latter process depends on the former, and both are error-prone. The precision of 

the height estimation achievable with MSF and the 𝜒2 method was quantified by the example of 

data set C, which also models AFM force curves, but contains exactly 4 steps at 2, 6, 10, and 14 µm 

with discrete heights randomly chosen from 5, 10, 20, and 40 pN (see table 6 and examples in fig. 

21). These modifications rendered it possible to determine the height resolution limit. Again, the 

signals were contaminated by AFM noise of a single amplitude ( nois   0   ) and the method-

specific parameters were chosen to maximize the total average detection rates (  4 7, 𝑤  40, 

𝜆  4). 

To resolve the heights of the steps, they must be detected in the first place. MSF yields more false-

positives and less false-negatives than the 𝜒2 method, which does not reproduce the 5 pN peak at 

all (fig. 26). 

The test signals consist of linear plateaus, so that the step heights can be calculated from adjacent 

linear fits of these plateaus left and right of the identified steps. The calculations were performed 

according to eq. (38) - (40) with 𝑚l f  and 𝑚 igh  fixed to the constant slope of the plateaus (1.6 

pN/µm). The total average deviation between true and estimated heights is (-0.22 ± 1.20) pN, i.e. 

systematic errors (e.g. arising from false-negative detections within the fit range) are much smaller 

than the statistical errors resulting from the noise (fig. 27). Step heights determined by the 𝜒2 

algorithm deviate from the true values by (-7.45 ± 6.87) pN. They are considerably underestimated, 

because they are calculated from the difference of the mean force of the left and right edge, and 

not by linear fits. 

As a consequence of the noise-induced errors, the discrete force distributions are blurred, i.e. the 

force resolution is reduced. In case of white noise, the standard error  h igh  of the heights 

determined from the fits decreases with the square root of the fit length 𝑙: 

  h igh  √ 𝑙⁄ ∙  nois  (41) 

 
Thus, the distributions of calculated step heights are expected to be Gaussians with standard 

deviation  h igh . If their amplitudes are weighted by the corresponding detection rates, a 

prediction for the resulting histogram is possible (gray line in fig. 28). False-positive detections 
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cause the wrong step heights below the 5 pN peak and a reduction of 𝑙 (see section 3.1.2), so that 

the actual peaks (green) are slightly broader than predicted ( h igh ≈ 0 3   ). As eq. (41) is not 

valid for AFM noise, the resulting peaks (blue) are also wider than expected ( h igh ≈ 0 8   ). 

Hence, the height resolution for this kind of test signals is of the order of a pN. As a consequence 

of the underestimated step heights, the histogram obtained by the 𝜒2 method (red) is shifted to 

lower forces by about 5 pN. 
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Fig. 26: True (black) and detected (blue) steps as a function of their true heights resulting from 

application of the MSF (a) and the 𝜒2 method (b) on data set C. The numbers of false-negatives 

(red) are significantly higher for the 𝜒2 method. In contrast to MSF, it yields very few false-positives 

(green), but also does not reproduce the 5 pN peak at all. 

  

 

 

a 

b 
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Fig. 27: Mean deviations between calculated and true step heights of data set C. Only steps 

correctly identified by MSF (blue) or the 𝜒2 method (red) are included. The error bars indicate the 

standard deviations. 
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Fig. 28: Number of steps detected by MSF vs. calculated step heights for white noise (green) and 

AFM noise (blue). The results for the 𝜒2 method are drawn in red and the predicted histogram for 

white noise in gray. Independently of the step height, individual distributions can be clearly 

verified if they are sufficiently far away from each other (less than 5 pN for both types of noise). 

The colored AFM noise results in broader peaks. 

 

3.2.4. Reproduction of continuous height distributions 

Steps heights encountered in real data are generally not restricted to discrete values, but are 

continuously distributed. In practical applications, the recovery of these distributions can be highly 

relevant, e.g. for the analysis of force spectroscopy data. To this end, test signals of data set B with 

2 to 10 steps (100 each) superimposed with AFM noise (standard deviation 10 pN) were analyzed 

and the step heights obtained by the 𝜒2 method were compared with an approach based on linear 

fits left and right of the step position (see section 3.1.5). Noise-induced errors impair both 

techniques, so that the calculated heights differ significantly from the true values (fig. 29). The 

linear fits reproduce the continuous height distribution well for step heights above 25 pN. The 𝜒2 

method underestimates all heights, and the shape of the resulting distribution does not resemble 

the actual one. 
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Fig. 29: True (black) and calculated (blue) step heights obtained from data set B by linear fits (a) 

and by the 𝜒2 method (b). The former does not reproduce low steps, the latter underestimates all 

heights. 

  

 

 

a 
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3.2.5. Computational cost 

Detection of steps in data with   8 9  samples using a C++ implementation of the MSF 

algorithm with 𝑤   00 requires a computation time ∆  of the order of a millisecond on a current 

personal computer. This allows for automated processing of large data sets. ∆  rises linearly with 

 . The 𝜒2 method is about 7000 times slower for the same number of samples, to some extent 

because it is based on more complex calculations. It performs linear fits over comparatively large 

intervals, partially including the same data points repeatedly68. The relative difference in 

computation time increases with   (∆ ~ 1  ). 

3.2.6. Analysis of AFM force spectra 

Force-distance curves were obtained by atomic force spectroscopy measurements with membrane 

tethers pulled from living human T lymphocytes. The adhesion force of single tubes formed by the 

cell membranes when interacting with the integrin VLA-4 ligand VCAM-1 was measured as 

described by Schmitz et al.55. Bond rupture results in abrupt changes of the force exerted on the 

cantilever. As a consequence, discrete force states were recorded (see example in fig. 30a). The 

steps marking the transitions between these states were detected by the MSF algorithm with 

manually optimized parameters (  3 0, 𝑤   00) and a constant threshold for the significance 

of 10000 (blue vertical lines in fig. 30b and c; see section 3.1.2). Both MSF parameters are higher 

than those resulting from the optimization based on data set B to suppress oscillations contained 

in the force signals, which are not modeled by the artificial AFM noise. For comparison, the 

Kerssemakers algorithm was also applied to the example with 𝜆  0. If configured to detect the 

same number of steps, it does not identify the first one at ≈ 0.25 µm with the lowest significance 

(red lines in fig. 30c). However, the fit indicates that it is correct. 

The resulting step heights found within a maximum pulling extension of 1.5 µm show a very 

symmetric distribution (fig. 31). The modal of about 23 pN corresponds well to previous AFM 

measurements of the same cell type under comparable conditions39. As proven by the evaluation 

of simulated data, the MSF algorithm allows recovering steps, which are below the detection limit 

for conventional techniques (≈ 10 pN). In fact, the unimodal symmetric shape of the histogram 

provides strong evidence that it is not substantially distorted by false-positives. An automated 

analysis of these data with the Kerssemakers method is not possible, because the number of steps 

must be specified manually for each curve. 
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Fig. 30: a: Force-distance curve measured by atomic force spectroscopy of the interaction of 

human T lymphocytes with the integrin VLA-4 ligand VCAM-1. The curve shows the typical 

signature of membrane tether formation. b: Local maxima of the calculated significance exceeding 

a threshold (green horizontal line) indicate the rupture of the tethers (blue vertical lines). c: Fitting 

constant plateaus piecewise to the sections between the steps yields a clean force-distance curve 

(black). The Kerssemakers method identifies different step positions (red). 
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3.2.7. Analysis of kinesin motor experiments 

Molecular motors constitute another example for a biological system showing discrete states. Both 

methods were applied to resolve the step-like movement of kinesin-2 along microtubules75 with 

manually optimized parameters (MSF:    00, 𝑤  500, indicator threshold = 22000; 

Kerssemakers: 𝜆  0, 20 steps). They show similar results, but the Kerssemakers algorithm does 

not detect the two potential steps at ≈ 2.9 s, which correspond to the two lowest maxima in the 

MSF indicator (fig. 32). However, the rising flank suggests that at least one of them is actually 

correct. 

 

Fig. 31: Distribution of the calculated step heights resulting from the analysis of about 4200 force 

curves by MSF. 
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3.2.8. Parameter optimization 

Independently of a particular detection algorithm, steps with arbitrarily low SNRs can be 

recognized if they are wide enough, and narrow steps if their SNR is high enough. No simple 

relation exists between the method-specific parameters and the lateral or height resolution. 

Optimal values in terms of efficient detection of steps depend on their widths and heights (fig. 33). 

Fig. 32: Application of the MSF method to kinesin motor data. a: Distance vs. time trace obtained 

by optical tweezers. A polystyrene bead decorated with kinesin-2 proteins is held in an optical trap 

at a constant pretension of 1.4 pN, while one of the motor proteins moves along a surface-

attached microtubule. b: The MSF indicator is thresholded (green) to locate the positions of the 

motor steps (blue). c: The mean values between these step positions are used to reconstruct the 

movement of the bead (black). The Kerssemakers method shows similar results, but does not 

detect the potential steps at ≈ 2.9 s, which correspond to the two lowest maxima in the MSF 

indicator. 
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However, for sufficiently wide and high steps, MSF yields good results for     and 𝑤  30, and 

the 𝜒2 method for 𝜆  4. Whereas varying 𝜆 has only a moderate effect on the results, optimizing 

the width of the Gaussian kernel   and the half window size 𝑤 can highly improve or impair the 

detection efficiency, particularly for narrow steps. Ideal values of 𝑤 in the sense of maximum 

detection rates are approximately inversely proportional to the SNR for large and intermediate 

heights (𝑤o  ≈ 50    ⁄ ). The optimal   depends on 𝑤 and on the step characteristics in a 

complex way. As a rule of thumb, a higher 𝑤 and a lower   increases the height resolution, and 

therefore increases detection rates for low steps. If steps are lying too close together to be 

separated, 𝑤 must be decreased. If false-positives appear within the flanks of the indicator peaks 

of correctly identified steps,   must be increased. Thereby, minor peaks with low prominences are 

eliminated. 

The parameters can also be fine-tuned by comparing actual and detected steps in simulated signals 

mimicking the characteristics of real experimental data (such as noise amplitude or step heights 

and widths). By systematically varying the detection parameters, optimal values can be identified. 

If the signal characteristics are not constant, parameters resulting in maximum average detection 

rates can be determined by evaluating multiple test signals. This approach is illustrated using the 

example of single molecule force spectroscopy data obtained with living lymphocytes: The number 

of steps and their positions are determined by random statistic processes, which can be mimicked 

by Monte Carlo simulations. To create a realistic reproduction, the model parameters must be 

fitted to the experimental data72. In the next step, the model is used to create a set of artificial 

curves with known steps and random noise (in this example data set B). By comparing actual and 

detected step positions for a large batch of simulated data, optimal parameters for the simulated 

data can be identified. A similar procedure can be performed with data set A. The optimized 

parameters are only valid for the chosen model. An inapplicable model results in sub-optimal 

parameters. 
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Fig. 33: Influence of the SNRs and widths of steps on the detection rates and optimal parameters 

for (a) the size of the Gaussian kernel   and (b) the half width of the fit window 𝑤. Only one 

parameter was varied at a time, the other was held constant (either 𝑤  30 or    ). Each point 

represents the detection rate averaged over 100 curves of data set A with a SNR of 0.5, 1.0, or 2.0, 

and a step distance of 40 or 1000 data points. Optimal values for the varied parameter are marked 

by the circles. 

  

 

 

a 
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4. Effect of SDF-1α on the mechanics of the integrin α4β1 environment 

T lymphocytes are important components of the adaptive, cell-mediated immune response. They 

circulate in the blood stream until they detect a site of inflammation. There they strongly adhere 

against the shear force of the blood stream and extravasate into the tissue. The adhesion is 

mediated by the family of integrins. For the lymphocyte integrin LFA-1, conformational inside-out 

activation has been shown to be triggered by chemokines19, 76. In contrast, the affinity of the 

integrin VLA-4 to its ligand VCAM-1 is not affected by chemokine stimulation alone: No activation 

epitopes were detectable after exposure of cells to chemokines, and VLA-4 affinity to soluble 

VCAM-1 was not altered77, 78. However, despite the lack of detectable affinity increase, the 

chemokine SDF-1α, the ligand of the G-protein-coupled receptor CXCR4, is a highly potent VLA-4 

stimulatory chemokine31-33. Yet, even SDF-1α and other chemokines failed to induce firm T 

lymphocyte adhesion in the absence of external forces34. Therefore, an additional mechanical 

stimulus seems to be necessary. To test this hypothesis, the effects of SDF-1α on the properties of 

the VLA-4/VCAM-1 bond were investigated by single-molecule atomic force microscopy (AFM) on 

living T lymphocytes. The results show that SDF-1α increases the strength of the interaction of an 

individual VLA-4/VCAM-1 binding site. The increase in strength is associated with a stiffening of the 

micro-environment of the integrins, indicating a supportive role of the cytoskeleton. Deleting the 

binding site to the talin head group in the VLA-4 cytoplasmic tail suppresses lymphocyte binding in 

the absence of SDF. In the presence of SDF, no effect of the deletion can be observed. Hence, the 

binding of the talin head group to VLA-4 is not required for SDF-induced adhesion strengthening. 

4.1. Materials and methods 

4.1.1. Reagents 

BSA (fraction V), HSA (fraction V) and HBSS (without calcium/magnesium) were purchased from 

Sigma-Aldrich. Recombinant human VCAM-1 (CD106), SDF-1α (CXCL12) and anti-human CD43 mAb 

were purchased from R&D Systems. HP1/2 was a gift from Francisco Sánchez-Madrid (Hospital 

Universitario de la Princesa, Madrid, Spain). 

4.1.2. Lymphocytes 

Transfectants of the β1 integrin-deficient Jurkat T-cell line A1 were used, which lacks expression of 
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the β1 integrin subunit54, 79. Wild-type β1 integrin and β1 constructs with mutations targeting the 

membrane-proximal NPIY motifs were re-substituted (table 8). All cells were kindly provided by M. 

A. Rosenthal-Allieri, Department of Immunology, Archet Hospital CHU de Nice, and cultured in VLE 

RPMI 1640 (Biochrom) supplemented with 10% FCS (Biochrom), 10 mM HEPES (Biochrom), 2 mM 

L-glutamine (Biochrom), 1 mM sodium pyruvate (Gibco) and 4.5 g/l D-Glucose (Sigma) in 5% CO2 at 

37 °C. The cells were transferred to binding medium (HBSS with 2 mg/ml BSA, 1 mM CaCl2, 1 mM 

MgCl2, 10 mM HEPES) immediately before the experiments. 

4.1.3. Substrate preparation 

2 µg/ml VCAM-1 (corresponding to a surface density of 4000 sites/µm²) was incubated over night 

at 4 °C on the lid of a polystyrene petri dish together with the carrier protein HSA (2 µg/ml). The 

spots were washed four times with PBS and either blocked with 2% HSA in PBS for > 1 h at 4 °C or 

incubated with SDF-1α (2 µg/ml in PBS) for 3 h at 4°C. After SDF adsorption, the spots were 

washed four times with PBS and blocked with 2% HSA in PBS for > 1 h at 4 °C. 

4.1.4. AFM measurements 

Tipless silicon cantilevers (Arrow TL2, Nanoworld, Neuchâtel, Switzerland) were used. Spring 

constants were determined by thermal noise analysis. The cantilever was functionalized with 0.1 

mg/ml anti-CD43 mAb for 30 minutes at room temperature. The force spectroscopy experiments 

were conducted at (36 ± 1) C in binding medium with a Nanowizard II AFM (JPK, Berlin, Germany). 

Immediately before the experiment, a single lymphocyte was immobilized at the cantilever. The 

piezo was extended and retracted periodically with a velocity of 3.4 µm/s. A maximum indentation 

force of 100 - 150 pN was applied for 100 ms. Typically, 200 force-distance curves were recorded 

per cell (see example in fig. 34). For control, the same experiments were performed on VCAM-1 

substrates after blocking with HP1/2 at a concentration of about 2 mg/ml. Further, measurements 

of cells were conducted that were treated with 100 ng/ml pertussis toxin (PTX) for 15 hours. 
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4.1.5. Data analysis 

To allow for a completely objective evaluation, recorded data were analyzed automatically using 

custom-designed software written in Python and C++ (see sections 7.1 and 7.2). Instrumental drift 

was corrected by baseline subtraction. The ReNoiR algorithm was deployed for noise reduction 

(see section 2.1.2). The zero point of the measured distance (contact point) was determined by 

intersecting the baseline with the indentation part of the force curves. Subsequently, the positions 

and heights of steps in the force-distance curves were detected by the MSF algorithm (see section 

3.1.2). 

Fig. 34: Three example retrace curves. Raw force curves are marked in blue, de-noised curves in 

black, step positions in yellow, step heights in red, and the indentation slope (i.e. the slope of the 

retraction curve at the point where the force exerted on the cantilever is zero) in green. 
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4.1.6. FACS analysis 

Immunocytochemical staining of CD49d, CD29, and CXCR4 was conducted on viable cells using 

FITC-conjugated monoclonal antibodies as previously outlined80, 81. After washing with 1% BSA, the 

cells were incubated with Fc block (Dianova 009-000-008) for 30 min at room temperature and 

with the antibodies (CD49d: Southern Biotech 9431-02, CD29: EXBIO 1F-219-T025, CXCR4: R & D 

Systems FAB170F) for 45 min at 4 °C. 

 

construct sequence 

A1β1 KLLMIIHDRREFAKFEKEKMNAKWDTGE NPIY KSAVTTVV NPKY EGK 

A1β1-ΔNPIY KLLMIIHDRREFAKFEKEKMNAKWDTGE ---- KSAVTTVV NPKY EGK 

Table 8: Integrin constructs 

 

4.2. Results 

Three different cell types were compared: A1 lymphocytes not expressing β1 integrins, A1β1 

lymphocytes expressing wild-type β1 integrin, and A1β1-ΔNPIY lymphocytes expressing a β1 

integrin with a deleted NPIY motif. The interaction of these cells with surfaces bearing the VLA-4 

(α4β1) ligand VCAM-1 was analyzed. Since endothelial chemokines are physiologically presented in 

juxtaposition to integrin ligands32, the chemokine SDF-1α was co-immobilized with VCAM-1 for 

comparison with both substrates bearing VCAM-1 alone (VCAM-1 density was kept constant) or 

bearing SDF-1α alone. 

4.2.1. VLA-4 expression 

Using FACS analysis, A1β1 and A1β1-NPIY lymphocytes were found to express very similar levels of 

VLA-4 (fig. 35), whereas the β1 integrin-deficient A1 lymphocytes only showed expression of 

CD49d, the α4 subunit of VLA-4. All cell types expressed CXCR4, the receptor for SDF-1. Staining 

procedures in the absence of any antibody did result in significantly lower fluorescence signals. 
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4.2.2. Adhesion rates 

4.2.2.1. Multiple adhesions 

Binding of the cells to the functionalized surfaces leads to steps in the force-distance curves. Each 

force step represents the breaking of an individual cell-to-surface adhesive site. How many 

integrin-ligand interactions take part in this individual binding site is unknown. The average 

number of observed steps for A1β1 lymphocytes encountered with VCAM-functionalized surfaces 

depends on the VCAM-1 coating concentration, indicating cooperative binding of integrins at 

higher ligand densities. 

Fig. 35: FACS emission spectra of cells labeled with antibodies against CD49d (α4 subunit of VLA-4), 

CD29 (β1 subunit of VLA-4), and CXCR4 (SDF1-specific receptor). Counts are normed to the modals 

of the individual distributions. 
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4.2.2.2. Individual binding sites 

To investigate the modulation of the properties of individual cellular binding sites by the 

chemokine SDF-1α, a VCAM coating concentration of 2.0 µg/ml was used for further experiments. 

This yields adhesion rates of less than 30% and ensures a high probability of individual bindings. At 

this coating density, the histograms of adhesions of the lymphocytes fit to the Poisson distribution 

 ( )  𝜆𝑛 −𝜆  !⁄ , as expected for individual, mutually independent bindings (fig. 36). If no SDF 

was present, A1 lymphocytes not expressing the integrin α4β1 showed an adhesion rate of (8.2 ± 

1.3) % on VCAM-coated surfaces (fig. 37). With A1β1 lymphocytes that do express α4β1, a rate of 

(29.1 ± 4.6) % was measured. Adhesion of A1β1 lymphocytes was reduced by the VLA-4-specific 

monoclonal antibody HP1/2 to a level of (7.4 ± 0.2) %.  SDF-1α lowered the adhesion rate of A1β1 

lymphocytes. When co-immobilized with VCAM-1, the rate was (19.1 ± 4.8) %. A mutation in the 

membrane-proximal NPIY motif of VLA-4 reduced cellular adhesion to an unspecific level of (10.4 ± 

1.3) % in absence of SDF. Surprisingly, SDF-1α rescued the effect of the mutation: A1β1-NPIY 

lymphocytes showed an adhesion rate of (28.2 ± 3.6) %, the same as do lymphocytes bearing the 

wild-type integrin when SDF-1α is juxtaposed to VCAM-1. SDF-1α alone did not induce specific 

adhesion: Surfaces coated with SDF-1α, but without VCAM, resulted in an adhesion rate of (11.3 ± 

2.8) % for A1β1 and (10.6 ± 3.6) % for A1β1-NPIY lymphocytes, i.e. interactions were 

indistinguishable from unspecific adhesion. 
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Figure 36: The numbers of steps follow Poisson distributions. a: A1β1 - SDF, b: A1β1 + SDF, c: A1β1-

NPIY + SDF, d: PTX 

 

 

  

  

a b 

c d 
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4.2.3. Forces 

Unbinding forces were evaluated only under the experimental conditions for which specific 

interactions had been observed. SDF-1α led to a small, but significant increase in the step height of 

individual cell-to-surface binding sites from (21.0 ± 0.3) to (26.0 ± 0.3) pN (fig. 38). When pre-

incubated with pertussis toxin (PTX), the adhesion strengthening was inhibited. The median step 

height of (19.7 ± 0.4) pN is comparable to untreated cells encountering VCAM-1 alone. 

 

Fig. 37: Adhesion rates (i.e. the ratio of the numbers of adhesive and all curves) 
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4.2.4. Step positions 

Step positions were also evaluated only for experimental conditions that resulted in significant 

specific adhesions (see fig. 37). They were determined relative to the contact point (see section 

4.1.5). The median of the step positions of the A1β1 cells interacting with a VCAM-functionalized 

surface was (0.76 ± 0.03) µm (fig. 39). SDF induced faster bond breakage, leading to a median step 

position of (0.35 ± 0.02) µm. Since β1 integrins with the NPIY deletion showed no significant 

interactions in the absence of SDF-1α, the step positions of the A1β1-ΔNPIY cells were evaluated 

only in experiments, in which SDF-1α was co-immobilized with VCAM-1.  Under these conditions, 

the step positions were comparable to those of A1β1 cells interacting with a surface coated with 

both VCAM-1 and SDF-1α, and hence shorter than the step positions of A1β1 cells interacting with 

surfaces coated with VCAM-1 alone. PTX acting on A1β1 cells did shorten the steps even further. 

Fig. 38: Medians of the heights of the detected steps (depicted by the red lines in fig. 34) 
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4.2.5. Lymphocyte stiffness 

After approaching a lymphocyte to the VCAM-1 substrate, it was further indented until a setpoint 

of 100 - 150 pN was reached. As the surface is much harder than the lymphocyte, the slope of a 

force-distance curve in the regime of positive indentation represents a measure for the stiffness of 

the lymphocyte, independently of possible subsequent lymphocyte adhesion. The slope of the 

force-distance retrace curve was evaluated within a relative cantilever-surface distance of 20 nm 

from the contact point. In this regime, the force-distance curves are approximately linear. A1β1 

lymphocytes opposed to VCAM-1 showed an indentation slope of -(127 ± 2) pN/µm (fig. 40). When 

the cells encountered SDF-1α juxtaposed to VCAM-1, a strong stiffening was observed with a slope 

of -(170 ± 4) pN/µm. Stiffening was inhibited by pertussis toxin (PTX), a toxin that inhibits G-

protein-coupled signaling76. Lymphocytes facing SDF-1α alone showed a slope of -(120 ± 4) pN/µm; 

they did not alter their mechanical properties compared to lymphocytes opposed to VCAM-1 only. 

Fig. 39: Medians of the positions of the detected steps (depicted by the yellow lines in fig. 34) 
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The effect was most pronounced in lymphocytes expressing the NPIY mutated VLA-4. In the 

presence of VCAM-1 only, NPIY lymphocytes were softer than cells bearing wild-type integrin with 

a slope of -(84 ± 4) pN/µm. When encountering SDF-1α juxtaposed to VCAM-1, they were stiffer 

than the lymphocytes expressing wild-type VLA-4 with a slope of -(185 ± 7) pN/µm. SDF-1α 

juxtaposed to VCAM-1 had no stiffening effect on A1 lymphocytes not expressing VLA-4. The 

stiffening was only observed when cells encountered both VCAM-1 and SDF-1. A surface coated 

only with SDF-1 did not induce any cell stiffening. 

 

  

Fig. 40: Slopes of the retrace curves at the contact points (depicted by the green lines in fig. 34) 
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4.3. Discussion 

At least two integrin subtypes expressed on lymphocytes are strongly affected by SDF-1α: LFA-1 

and VLA-431. For LFA-1, it was demonstrated that SDF-1α leads to conformational changes in the 

integrin’s ecto-domain exposing neo-epitopes and increasing the affinity of LFA-1 to its ligand, 

ICAM19, 76. The effect of SDF-1α on the VLA-4/VCAM-1 interaction, however, is not understood to 

the same extent. While early on it has been shown that SDF-1α is a strong modulator of VLA-4-

mediated lymphocyte adhesion and migration31-33, 82, 83, structural changes or affinity modulation 

caused by soluble SDF-1α were not observable in cellular assays77. However, immobilized SDF-1α 

did induce a high-affinity α4β1 conformation in parallel flow chamber assays33, 84. For a deeper 

understanding of the effect of SDF-1α on α4β1, it is crucial to analyze the effects of SDF-1α on the 

VLA-4/VCAM-1 interaction down to the molecular level. Analyzing the physiological activation of 

VLA-4 by the chemo-attractant SDF-1α on the level of individual adhesion sites is a daunting task. 

First, it requires living lymphocytes with intact signaling pathways. Second, previous studies 

suggested that force is a mandatory co-signal for this activation20, 34, 84-86. Hence, a force-based 

analytical technique is asked for that is capable of working with living lymphocytes and at the same 

time sensitive enough to measure the interaction forces of individual adhesion sites in the low pN 

range. As shown in the following, single-cell atomic force spectroscopy is perfectly suited for this 

task. 

In this study, the interaction of lymphocyte-expressed VLA-4 with surface-bound VCAM-1 and its 

modulation by the chemokine SDF-1α was measured down to the level of single adhesion sites 

using AFM. Each step in the force-distance curves signifies the breakage of such a single adhesion 

site, which may either be a single integrin or a cluster of integrins. 

At adhesion rates below 30%, the histogram of the number of simultaneously observed adhesive 

interactions of the lymphocytes with the surface follows a Poisson distribution, which arises from a 

memoryless stochastic process counting the number of random, independent events in a given 

interval87. Therefore, the histogram argues that the observed binding sites are linearly 

independent at low ligand densities. In order to scrutinize individual, independent binding sites, 

the effect of SDF on the binding properties of the lymphocytes to VCAM-1 covered surfaces was 

analyzed only at this low ligand density. However, this does not proof that in fact interactions of 

single molecules are measured. These individual binding sites may be composed of a small number 
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of integrins acting cooperatively. 

 The ability to block the measured adhesions by monoclonal antibodies as well as the lack of 

adhesion above a level of 10% of lymphocytes not bearing VLA-4 or of lymphocytes approaching 

surfaces without VCAM-1 demonstrates the VLA-4/VCAM-1 specificity of the here measured 

adhesions. 

As shown above, SDF-1α strengthens the VLA-4-mediated adhesions down to the level of 

individual binding sites. Treating the lymphocytes with PTX, a drug known to inhibit G-protein 

signaling76, can reverse the effect. Hence, the SDF-1α-triggered effects are caused by G-protein 

signaling. 

On the here evaluated molecular level, no significant increase in the adhesion rate caused by SDF-

1α was observed. Since the interaction is not ligand-limited, this argues that SDF-1α does not 

prominently activate previously inactivated VLA-4 on the cellular surface. Previous studies have 

shown that no neo-epitopes indicative of an activated VLA-4 state have been found on 

lymphocytes after exposure to SDF-1α77, 78, 88. In addition, no effect of SDF on the affinity of VLA-4 

to soluble VCAM-1 was detected69, 70. Further, it was shown that strong VLA-4-mediated 

lymphocyte adhesion on surfaces bearing SDF-1α is only achieved if the lymphocytes are exposed 

to shear stress20, 34, 84. Hence, SDF-1α alone in a force-free environment does not seem to induce a 

high-affinity VLA-4 state before ligand binding. This is in accord with the results presented here: 

SDF-1α does not significantly increase the adhesion rate of the lymphocytes. It does, however, 

strengthen the adhesions. This indicates that the effect of SDF-1α is to facilitate force-induced 

changes after ligand binding. The importance of ligand binding is further stressed by the fact that 

SDF-1α only causes cellular stiffening when juxtaposed to VCAM-1. Hence, occupancy of both 

CXCR4 and α4β1 by the respective ligands is important for the effect of SDF-1α on the cell 

mechanics. 

It has been shown previously that a swing-out of the integrin leg domain – a prerequisite for a 

high-affinity conformation – is strongly force-assisted: Small forces applied to integrin-bound 

ligands speed up this swing-out dramatically89, 90. Efficient force transduction requires a stiff 

environment of the integrin α4β1. Therefore, the ligand was bound to a polystyrene surface, i.e. a 

force-bearing, rigid structure. VLA-4, by contrast, is enriched at microvilli, which are easily 

extensible over many micrometers and therefore not well suited to bear and transmit forces. 
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However, previous experiments suggest that a force-mediated polymerization and hardening of 

the actin cytoskeleton occurs91, 92. Further, the AFM measurements clearly show that SDF-1α 

stiffens the cells, when juxtaposed to VLA-4. The ruptures of the VLA-4/VCAM-1 bond occur earlier 

and at higher forces under the influence of SDF-1α – another indication of a rigidification of the 

integrin’s environment. Early on, it has been demonstrated that SDF-1α leads to a rapid and strong 

increase in F-actin82, 93-97. SDF-1α may therefore facilitate post-ligand binding force-assisted 

conformational changes of VLA-4 by stiffening the integrin’s micro-environment. 

The main adaptor protein attaching integrins to the cytoskeleton is talin16, 98-100. Therefore, also the 

effect of SDF-1α on lymphocytes was tested that bear a mutated integrin, ΔNPIY. The mutation 

abolishes binding of the talin head group to the integrin54, 101, 102. Talin head group binding is 

thought to be essential for integrin activation29, 86. Hence, a strong inhibition of cell attachment has 

to be expected by this mutation. Indeed, the mutation inhibited binding of the un-stimulated 

resting lymphocytes to surfaces coated with VCAM-1 alone despite strong integrin expression on 

the cellular surface, demonstrating the need of talin head group binding for basal integrin 

activation. Surprisingly, SDF-1α rescued the effect of the mutation. When interacting with a surface 

bearing SDF-1α in close proximity to VLA-4, the ΔNPIY lymphocytes were nearly indistinguishable 

from lymphocytes bearing wild-type VLA-4. This indicates that binding of the talin head group is 

not essential for VLA-4 activation by SDF-1α. Earlier studies, though, pointed at an important 

involvement of talin in SDF-1α-triggered VLA-4 activation: The knock-down of talin in lymphocytes 

abolished any effects of SDF-1α on VLA-4-/VCAM-1-mediated adhesion of Jurkat lymphocytes78. In 

contrast to this study, recent results could not observe any effect of talin-1 on SDF-1α-induced α4β1 

affinity up-regulation in the U937 monocytic cells103, which is in line with the presented results. In 

this study, however, talin is not knocked down. The examined mutation does only disturb the 

binding of the talin head group to the integrin β1 tail. Recently, it has been shown that not the talin 

head group, but a second integrin binding site on the talin rod domain is crucial for the attachment 

of integrins to the intracellular adhesion complex104, 105. This second binding site is independent of 

the NPIY motif. Attaching α4β1 to the intracellular adhesion complex via talin’s second binding site 

would cause a stiffening of the integrins’ micro-environment, in agreement with the results 

presented here. The exact location of the interaction of VLA-4 with the second integrin binding site 

of talin is unknown to date, but suggested to be membrane-proximal of the NPIY motif104. This 

region is still intact in the mutant cells. 
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In summary, results show that SDF-1α signaling leads to a strengthened VLA-4-mediated 

lymphocyte adhesion independent of the NPIY motif, the binding site of the talin head group. The 

observed stiffening and the shorter ruptures demonstrate a rigidified mechanical cellular 

environment of VLA-4 after SDF-1α signaling. This indicates an attachment of the integrin to the 

intracellular adhesion complex. The attachment may be caused by talin binding VLA-4 with its 

second, NPIY-independent binding site, linking it to F-actin, which is strongly and rapidly increased 

after SDF-1α signaling. This then facilitates a post-ligand binding, force-assisted conformational 

change leading to a high-affinity VLA-4 conformation. Further studies will be aimed at identifying 

residues on the integrin VLA-4 that inhibit SDF-1α signaling. 
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5. Role of the trans-membrane domains in integrin-mediated adhesion 
and signaling 

Integrins adopt different conformational states to transmit signals bidirectionally across cell 

membranes; many of these are transient. The capture of transient states within experimental 

approaches is a major challenge in protein science. Therefore, model systems freezing 

intermediates by manipulating the protein sequence are often used to gain mechanistic insights 

into such dynamic protein systems. In this study106, which is part of a project cooperation, we were 

interested in the functional consequences of different conformations of the integrin trans-

membrane domain (TMD). The structure of the helical TMD dimer in the resting state of the 

integrin αIIbβ3 has recently been solved by NMR spectroscopy and is in excellent agreement with 

earlier computational studies107-109. In the fully activated state, the TMDs are separated110, 111. 

Intermediate states like that after inside-out, but prior to outside-in signaling are so far ill-

characterized. Here, we aimed at creating integrin mutants functionally representing these 

intermediate states. Computational studies showed that a GpA-like conformation is energetically 

favored for integrin TMD sequences. This conformation has further been postulated as an 

intermediate in forming focal adhesion112. Therefore, we mutated the integrin αvβ3 TMD sequence 

to a GpA TMD sequence, thus enforcing a very stable GpA TMD conformation113 in the context of 

an αvβ3 integrin. In a second αvβ3/GpA chimera we mutated the central GxxxG dimerization motif 

to GxxxI (TMD-GpA-I), a mutation known to abrogate TMD dimerization. This serves as a model for 

an αvβ3 integrin with constitutively dissociated TMD114. After expression of these constructs in a 

cellular system, we analyzed the effects of the two chimera with respect to cell adhesive strength 

to vitronectin (VN), the major ligand of αvβ3. 

We found that expression of both TMD-GpA and αvβ3-TMD-GpA-I provoked strong cell adhesion. 

These results correspond well to a three-state model of integrin activation, where a resting state is 

activated by intracellular ligands without TMD separation. The activation leads to an increase in 

adhesive strength. TMD-GpA mimics this intermediate state. Subsequent binding of ECM ligands 

then, in turn, provokes TMD separation and full integrin activation. In this state, integrin-triggered 

intracellular signaling events occur115 as well as linkage to cytoskeletal components. This enables 

cell migration25. Hence, TMD-GpA-I mimics a constitutively activated integrin state. 

Our results underline that integrin-mediated cell adhesion is decoupled from cell migration and 
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signaling. Both are influenced by the TMD sequences in an allosteric fashion. 

5.1. Materials and methods 

5.1.1. In vitro site-directed mutagenesis 

Exchange of the αv- and β3-TMD by the complete GpA-TMD was conducted by sequential in vitro 

site-directed mutagenesis as described earlier80. 

5.1.2. Cell culture 

The origin, cultivation, and stable transfection of human ovarian OV-MZ-6 cancer cell clones has 

been described previously116. 

5.1.3. Atomic force spectroscopy 

All force measurements were conducted using a NanoWizard II atomic force microscope (JPK 

Instruments AG, Berlin, Germany) mounted on an inverted optical microscope (Axiovert 200, 

Zeiss). Tipless silicon cantilevers were used (Arrow TL2, NanoWorld, Neuchâtel, Switzerland). Cells 

in a low density were allowed to attach to poly-D-lysine-coated cover slips for single-cell 

measurements. After 24 h of incubation, cells were washed in PBS, followed by incubation in PBS, 

1 mM CaCl2, and 1 mM MgCl2, at 37°C within a BioCell sample holder (JPK Instruments). VN was 

immobilized on silicon cantilever tips and the spring constants of the cantilevers were determined 

via thermal noise calibration at (16 ± 12) mN/m. During the experiments, the approach and retract 

velocity of the cantilever was maintained at 4 µm/s. The cantilever was moved towards cell 

surfaces with an applied force of 0.5 nN and a dwell time of 100 ms. The approach/retract cycle 

was repeated at least 200 times per cell within 2 h with at least 10 cells measured per setup. The 

obtained force-distance curves were analyzed focusing on the work of de-adhesion, the peak force 

during de-adhesion, and the number, height, and position of distinct steps in the force-distance 

curves using the data analysis software described in sections 7.1 and 7.2. 

5.2. Results 

The force-distance retraction curves obtained by the AFM measurements showed steps typically 
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seen in this kind of experiments55, 117 (fig. 41). From these curves, we counted the average number 

of adhesive events and the number of steps per adhesive force curve (fig. 42). For cells expressing 

TMD-GpA, nearly 8 force steps per adhesive event were observed, compared to approximately 3 

force steps for TMD-αvβ3 and TMD-GpA-I. Upon blockade of αvβ3/VN-interactions by use of the 

mAb directed to αvβ3 # 23C6, both the number of force steps and the number of adhesive events 

were reduced. However, we still observed frequent unspecific and weak adhesion events. We 

further evaluated the peak force (fig. 43), the work needed to retract the cantilever, which equals 

the area under the force-distance curves (fig. 44), as well as height and position of the force steps 

(fig. 45 and 46). The median of the peak force increased from 91.2 pN for unspecific adhesion 

measured after blocking by the αvβ3-directed mAb over 102.3 pN for TMD-αvβ3, 126.8 pN for TMD-

GpA-I up to 188.8 pN for TMD-GpA (fig. 43). The work required for detaching the cantilever from 

the cells increased from 52.9 aJ (blocking by αvβ3-directed mAb) over 125.8 aJ (TMD-αvβ3), 188.5 aJ 

(TMD-GpA-I) up to 287.1 aJ (TMD-GpA) (fig. 44). The low forces and low work after treatment with 

the αvβ3-directed mAb demonstrated the importance of this integrin for strong cell adhesion and 

also the αvβ3-specificity of the AFM measurements. We also observed a significant increase in the 

step height from 21.5 pN for TMD-αvβ3 to 27.0 pN for TMD-GpA and TMD-GpA-I, respectively (fig. 

45). The strengthened adhesion correlated with a decrease in the median step position for TMD-

GpA-I in comparison to TMD-αvβ3 from 0.9 to 0.5 m, while TMD-GpA expression exerted no effect 

on the step position with a median position of 1.0 m (fig. 46). 

5.3. Discussion 

The measurements documented increased adhesion of cells expressing TMD-GpA-I when 

compared to TMD-αvβ3. These data disclosed a robust increase in adhesive strength of cells 

displaying TMD-GpA when compared to TMD-GpA-I. Furthermore, TMD-GpA-expressing cells 

formed bonds more rapidly than TMD-GpA-I. When probed under external forces, TMD-GpA shows 

an increased force needed for braking single tethers compared to TMD-αvβ3, indicating that TMD-

GpA/ligand bonds are better suited to withstand external forces (fig. 43). Since the ligand binding 

site itself is unaltered by the TMD mutation, the observed effect argues for an allosteric effect. The 

observed combination of an increased step height with a decreased step position of TMD-GpA-I 

(fig. 45 and 46) indicates its constitutive linkage to the cytoskeleton55. This causes a stiffer integrin 

environment, which increases the rate at which the integrin-ligand bond experiences the force 
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exerted by the AFM cantilever. 

The findings of this study are in apparent contrast to the decreased affinity observed by use of a 

similar construct for integrin αvβ3
118. However, in that study, the affinity of the integrin to a soluble 

ligand was measured, while we determined cell adhesion to an immobilized ligand. As already 

noted in the seminal work by Bell119, the kinetics of bond formation are drastically affected when 

confining reaction partners to surfaces or membranes. In general, the bond formation can be 

separated into two steps: Initially, the reaction partners diffuse towards each other to form an 

encounter complex (diffusion step). The encounter complex then evolves into the final complex, 

the so-called reaction step. In solution, the diffusion step is in general faster than the reaction step. 

In membranes, however, the diffusion step is slowed down by several orders of magnitude. The 

complex formation becomes diffusion-controlled. Differences in lateral diffusion will therefore 

have a strong impact on the rate of complex formation. Since talin is required to couple integrins to 

the actin cytoskeleton, inhibition of talin binding increases the lateral diffusion of the integrin 

within membranes. Therefore, the increased adhesion rate by TMD-GpA expression (fig. 42) 

compared to TMD-GpA-I and TMD-αvβ3 can be fully explained by its increased diffusion in the 

membrane. The fast diffusion overcompensates for the low basal affinity caused by TMD tethering. 

The increased step height - at least in case of TMD-GpA expression – indicates a decrease of the 

off-rate under force. Also this is in apparent contrast to the previous affinity measurements of 

Springer and coworkers118. However, in the latter study, integrin-ligand bonds were tested in a 

force-free environment118, while in all adhesion assays of the present study, the integrin-ligand 

bond is exposed to forces. In impedance measurements, cells exert forces generated by molecular 

motors such as myosin II to the environment through integrins. During AFM measurements, 

integrin-ligand bonds are probed under external forces. This implies that TMD-GpA puts the 

integrin into a primed state, which is easily activated by a force applied to the integrin-ligand bond, 

even without TMD separation (fig. 47). 
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Fig. 41: Typical AFM force-distance curves recorded to evaluate cell adhesive strength. The first two 

curves depict adhesion with five and two force steps, respectively. The last one does not show 

adhesion. The peak force (blue circles), the work of cantilever retraction (light blue areas under the 

curves), the positions, and the heights of the steps (red and green markers) were evaluated. 
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Fig. 42: Average adhesion rate number of steps per adhesive force-

distance curve for different αvβ3 TMD constructs 
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Fig. 43: Cumulative distribution functions of the peak force (blue circles in 

fig. 41) 

Fig. 44: Cumulative distribution functions of the work of cantilever 

retraction (light blue area in fig. 41) 
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Fig. 45: Cumulative distribution functions of the step heights 

Fig. 46: Cumulative distribution functions of the step positions 
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Fig. 47: Effect of the TMD substitutions (modified from Müller et al.106). 

From left to right: The TMD-GpA substitution puts the integrin in a state 

that is easily activated by force, but inhibits full activation by helix-helix 

interactions of the TMD. The TMD-GpA-I substitution causes a 

constitutively active integrin, which is linked to intracellular adaptor 

proteins, such as talin. The two model constructs therefore imitate 

different stages of cell signaling mediated by the αvβ3 TMD. 
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6. Conclusions 

Two novel post-processing techniques have been developed to evaluate single-molecule force 

spectroscopy data with low signal-to-noise ratios: 

ReNoiR, a recursive wavelet-based algorithm, aims at reducing the noise in order to make hidden 

features of the data visible without inducing disturbing artifacts. In contrast to kernel- or Fourier-

based filters, the method does hardly blur or distort the signal, but preserves sudden transitions. 

As a consequence of increased redundancy of the wavelet expansion and a flexible way of 

thresholding, it reduces noise more effectively than the other tested techniques, which was 

demonstrated by various simulated and measured data. The method allowed for the first time to 

observe the tether onset force of human T lymphocytes. Although the automated parameter 

estimation is suited for colored noise as well and effectuates a significant improvement in 

comparison to existing optimization methods for SWT, the underlying empiric findings need a 

theoretical back-up. For simplicity, only the case 𝑅    was considered here. By computing 𝑅 >   

recursions, the quality of the recovered signal might be further enhanced. Since noise is a 

fundamental problem in experimental sciences and many technologies, ReNoiR is not limited to 

force spectroscopy data. It may be deployed in completely different applications as well. 

In a second approach, hidden rupture events were identified directly in unprocessed noisy force 

spectra by means of the MSF algorithm. It was shown that an exclusion principle holds for the 

detection of steps: To be detected, they must be sufficiently wide if their SNR is small and their 

SNR must be sufficiently high if they are narrow. Within these limits, MSF can be configured to 

perform a long-range search for low steps or a locally confined search for narrow steps. Thereby, it 

generally obtains better detection rates than the 𝜒2 method while needing less computation time. 

Further, it does not require the user to specify the number of steps to be detected. Instead, a 

detection sensitivity can be chosen. In contrast to the Matlab implementation of Kerssemakers et 

al., it is able to detect single steps, decaying parts do not result in false-positive detections, and the 

calculated heights are correct, even if the sections between the steps are not constant. The 

increased height resolution provides the possibility to detect discrete states in biological data, 

which are limited by low SNRs. Using the MSF method, unbinding forces below 10 pN could be 

resolved in atomic force spectroscopy data obtained from living cells. 

Out of these primitives, data analysis software was built that allows for an automatic and objective 
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evaluation of large data sets. With its help, it could be shown that the chemokine SDF-1α leads to a 

strengthening of individual bonds between VLA-4 and its corresponding ligand VCAM-1. Further 

studies should be aimed at identifying residues that inhibit SDF-1α signaling. 

By analyzing the effects of integrin αvβ3 mutants on cellular adhesion, a three-state model of 

integrin activation could be made plausible. Future experiments should focus on two questions: a) 

is a GpA-like intermediate state physiologically relevant, and b) do the differences in the integrin 

TMD variants reflect different requirements in signaling plasticity. 
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7. Appendix 

7.1. Curvalyser reference manual 

7.1.1. Basic configuration 

Before first use, the format and location of the input files must be specified. To this end, open the 

configuration file config-curvalyser in a text editor. If the data is saved in text files, set the variable 

file_format to 'text' and columns to the column numbers of the extension and force records, 

respectively (note that counting starts with 0). The columns can either be separated by any 

whitespace (default) or by the string given in column_delimiter. This example assumes that the 

data is contained in the comma-separated columns 2 and 3: 

file_format = 'text' 

columns = (1,2) 

column_delimiter = ',' 

In case of Curvalyser (*.crv) and old JPK files (*.out), a single line is sufficient, as the correct 

columns are determined automatically: 

file_format = 'crv' 

 

file_format = 'jpk-old' 

New JPK files (*.jpk-force) can contain multiple “segments”. Therefore, JPK_segments must be 

defined to select the number of the trace and of the retrace segment, respectively: 

file_format = 'jpk' 

JPK_segments = (0,1) 

Extension and force can optionally be scaled to a decent order of magnitude: 

multiplier_x = 1e6 

multiplier_y = 1e12 

Negative values may be needed if the extension does not increase with the distance from the 

surface or if indentation does not correspond to a positive sign of the force. All program output is 

based on the units of the values in the input files, which are multiplied by these factors. 

A separate configuration file should be created for each set of force spectra (“experiment”) and 

stored in the directory config (e.g. 001, 002 and so on). This allows distinguishing the 

corresponding input and output files. Common configuration parameters can still be defined in 

config-curvalyser and included in each experiment-specific configuration file (such as config/001): 
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execfile('config-curvalyser') 

file_pattern = 'data/001/*.txt' 

Here, only a different set of input files is selected by the variable file_pattern, which points to the 

absolute or relative directory containing the force spectra to be analyzed. 

By default, the name of the configuration file (e.g. 001) is used as output directory below 

base_output_dir (here: output/001). This can be overridden by the parameter output_dir: 

output_dir = 'output2/001' 

Further parameters are listed in section 7.1.9 (e.g. to select a certain range of input files or to 

define the limits of experimental settings to be checked). 

7.1.2. Program execution 

The Curvalyser is run using the configuration file config/001 by typing 

> python Curvalyser.py 001 

By default, configuration files are searched in the folder config. If no configuration file is given, all 

files in this directory will be processed. Multiple configuration files can be selected individually 

> python Curvalyser.py 001 002 003 config2/010 config2/020 

or by file masks: 

> python Curvalyser.py 00* config2/0?0 

The following command line options control the tasks performed by the program: 

Option Example Description 

-h  show a help message 
-l -l 

output/log.txt 

set log file 

-c -

c"exp_id=='001'" 

select experiments by a Python expression 

-e -e WT select only experiments belonging to the given 
experiment type 

-O  overwrite existing output files 
-f -f data/*.txt same as configuration parameter file_pattern 
-r -r 100:200:10 same as configuration parameter file_range 
-o -o output same as configuration parameter base_output_dir 
-v, -

vv 

 be verbose (-v) or very verbose (-vv) 

-d -d 4.5 set the primary de-noising parameter 
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-i -i 5 set the relative indicator threshold 
-p  create force plots (-pf), indicator plots (-pi) or both (-

pfi) 
-s  show plots in a graphical user interface 
-V  display program version 

 

A very flexible way to pick out experiments according to some rule is provided by the option “-c”. It 

takes a Python expression as parameter returning either true or false, depending on whether the 

file is to be included or not. The condition can be attached to the consecutive configuration file 

number (config_file_no), the file name (config_file), the experiment ID (exp_id) or any 

configuration parameter (stored in the dictionary config). In this example, only experiments whose 

ID start with the prefix “WT” are chosen: 

> python Curvalyser.py -c"exp_id[:2]=='WT'" 

To select experiments of a certain type (specified by the configuration parameter 

experiment_type), it is more convenient to use the option “-e”. 

7.1.3. Baseline correction 

Force curves can be baseline-corrected to compensate instrumental drift and to allow for correct 

calibration of the contact point as well as of the zero-force level. Depending on the configuration 

parameter fit_baseline, either a linear (1) or a quadratic fit (2) is subtracted from the retrace 

curve before any further evaluation is done. Fitting is performed in a smooth part at the end of the 

retrace curve where the distance from the surface is maximal and only background noise is 

present. This range must be free of steps, tip-surface interactions or other sample-specific effects 

and sufficiently long to obtain an accurate fit. Therefore, the length of the retrace extension should 

not be too short. A baseline fit is calculated iteratively every baseline_step_len data points, 

starting from the end of the curve. It stops automatically if the residual sum of squares (RSS) locally 

exceeds the expected value by the factor baseline_max_rel_local_RSS. The end point of the fit 

interval is reverted to the last local minimum of the RSS if  baseline_return_to_local_min is set to 

1. In case the length of the fit falls below baseline_fit_min_width, the curve is excluded from 

further analysis. If the baseline fit stops too early, a higher threshold baseline_max_rel_local_RSS 

or a lower step interval baseline_step_len should be chosen (and vice versa). 
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7.1.4. Noise reduction 

Noise reduction is crucial for reliable step detection, contact point calibration and for accurate 

determination of some characteristics of the force curves, such as the peak force. Different 

methods can be selected: ReNoiR (see section 2.1.2), Gaussian smoothing44 and the Savitzky-Golay 

filter43. The first is preferable if the force spectra contain sharp features (such as spikes or steep, 

narrow steps) and the second is ideal for curves with more or less constant plateaus, which may be 

separated by smooth transitions. 

The filter strength of ReNoiR (denoising_method = 'renoir') depends on the parameters 𝑇0 

(denoising_param) and 𝑇1 (denoising_param2). See section 2.1.2 for details about the algorithm. 

The number of recursions (denoising_recursions) and levels (denoising_levels) usually do not 

need to be changed. To minimize border distortion caused by the wavelet filter, the signal can be 

extended by point reflection at both ends. denoising_padding_lt and denoising_padding_rt are 

the numbers of padded data points on the left and right, respectively. The resulting number of 

samples should be a power of two. 

If Gaussian smoothing (denoising_method = 'gauss') is performed, denoising_param represents 

the standard deviation of the smoothing kernel44. 

In case of Savitzky-Golay filtering (denoising_method = 'savgol'), the same parameter determines 

the half window size and savgol_order the order of the polynomial kernel43. 

denoising_param and denoising_param2 can be user-defined callback functions. They must take 

three parameters: noise_level (the estimated standard deviation of the noise), rows (the number 

of samples), and meta. The latter is a dictionary containing metadata, such as the headers of JPK 

force spectra (*.out, *.jpk-force) or the additional information comprised by Curvalyser files (*.crv). 

Example: 

denoising_param = lambda noise_level, rows, meta: noise_level * 3 

7.1.5. Contact point calibration 

The extension where the indentation force becomes zero for the first time during retraction is 

referred to as “contact point”. Its determination is necessary to calibrate the zero point of the 

extension, e.g. of detected steps (see section 7.1.6) or of the peak force. Although most 
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subsequent calculations are influenced by the calibration, it is only performed if find_contact_pos 

is 1. Otherwise, the extension at the reversal point between trace and retrace curve defines the 

zero point. 

If no contact point was found in the retrace curve, if it was found further away from the reversal 

point than stipulated by max_contact_pos or if the maximum indentation force is lower than 

min_contact_force, the trace curve is used instead. Should this also fail, then the calibration and all 

parameters depending on it will be omitted. 

7.1.6. Step detection 

A moving step fit is deployed to detect upward steps in the retrace curve (see section 3.1.2 for a 

description of the algorithm). Briefly, it produces an indicator that is correlated to the step heights. 

Local maxima correspond to possible step positions. The half window size MSF_window should be set 

to 1 if the steps are narrow or sharp (i.e. showing steep flanks) or to a higher value if the steps are 

smooth (try e.g. 10 or 100). 

An absolute threshold indicator_threshold and a relative one (indicator_relative_threshold) 

that is multiplied by the noise level of the indicator, define the detection sensitivity (the greater of 

the two values counts). False-positives can be suppressed by smoothing the indicator with a 

Gaussian kernel with standard deviation MSF_sigma, by defining the minimum step height 

(step_min_height), the minimum/maximum step width (step_min_width/step_max_width), or the 

minimum average amplitude of the indicator (step_min_slope). 

The distance between lower and upper corner of detected steps can be narrowed by increasing 

step_confinement_lt and step_confinement_rt (and vice versa). Both parameters can vary 

between 0 and 1. 

Step heights are determined by the force difference between the corners. The force levels at the 

left/right of the steps are determined by linear fits over step_fit_min_len to step_fit_max_len 

data points to the left/right starting step_fit_clearance_lt/step_fit_clearance_rt points 

left/right of the lower/upper corner. Within the given limits, the fit interval is optimized 

automatically to yield the best fit in the sense of minimum root mean square error. In any case, 

the interval is terminated at the nearest neighboring step. 
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To exclude the beginning or end of the retrace curve, indicator_margin_lt or indicator_margin_rt 

can be set to a positive value. 

7.1.7. Fitting procedures 

The slopes on the left and right of the detected steps and on the left and right of the contact point 

are fitted if step_fit_width, contact_pos_lt_fit_width and contact_pos_rt_fit_width, 

respectively, are set to a positive value. The indentation part of the trace curve (from the contact 

point to the left) can be fitted with the user-defined callback function trace_fit_function, which 

is initialized with the parameters defined in the Python sequence trace_fit_init_params. 

Analogously, the section of the retrace curve between the contact point and the first step can be 

fitted using retrace_fit_function and retrace_fit_init_params. 

Plotting 

To determine if the force curves and indicators used for step detection are plotted into files of the 

format plot_format, set plot_force_curves and plot_indicators to either 0 or 1. The plots will be 

written to the subdirectory plots. Additionally, they are displayed in a graphical user interface if 

show_plots is 1. The horizontal and vertical data range is specified by plot_xmin, plot_xmax, 

plot_ymin, and plot_ymax. The resolution of the output files can be changed by 

plot_size_force_curves and plot_size_indicator_curves. fit_drawing_width defines the 

extension of the lines drawn into the plots to depict the fitted slopes on the left and right corner of 

the steps. 

7.1.8. Output files 

All extracted information about the force curves is saved into two files in the output directory (see 

section 7.1.1): curves.txt contains all parameters specific to the whole curve and steps.txt all data 

related to the steps. The first line of the files is a header shortly describing the meaning of the 

columns. Basically, the units found in the input files are used, but may be scaled by multiplication 

factors (multiplier_x and multiplier_y). 

Plots are written to the subdirectory plots. The file names contain the names of the corresponding 

input files. “(failed)” is appended if a curve could not be analyzed (e.g. because the baseline 

correction failed). 
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7.1.9. Overview of important configuration parameters 

Parameter Values / 
example 

Description 

Input and output 

file_pattern 'data/*.txt' file mask for force curves to be analysed 
file_format 'txt' text format (also set columns!) 

'jpk' new JPK format (*.jpk-force) 
'jpk-old' old JPK format (*.out) 
'crv' Curvalyser format; default 

file_range '100:200:10' select a range of files (format: 
'start:stop:step,start:stop:step,...'; 
counting starts with 1; negative value: 
count from the end) 

columns (1,2) specify the columns containing extension 
and force data, respectively (counting 
starts with 0!) 

column_delimiter ',' string used to separate values; default: 
any whitespace 

JPK_segments (0,2) segment numbers of the trace and 
retrace data, respectively 

multiplier_x 1e6 multiplier for rescaling the extension data 
multiplier_y 1e12 multiplier for rescaling the force data 
output_dir 'output2/001' output directory (automatically 

determined by base_output_dir and 
exp_id if omitted) 

exp_id '123' ID used to distinguish multiple sets of 
force spectra (experiments); default: 
name of the configuration file 

base_output_dir 'output' base output directory; only used if 
output_dir is omitted 

nominal_values {'sensitivity': 

(50e-9,10e-9)} 
Python dictionary; first field: nominal 
value; second field: maximum deviation 

assert_nominal_values 0 warn only 
1 exclude force curves conflicting with the 

limits defined in nominal_values; default 
unit_x 'um' unit of the extension data (only used for 

plots) 
unit_y 'pN' unit of the force data (only used for 

plots) 

Baseline correction 

fit_baseline 0 do not correct baseline 
1 subtract a linear baseline; default 
2 subtract a quadratic baseline 

baseline_max_rel_local_RSS 2.5 relative threshold for the termination of 
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the baseline fit; default: 2.0 
baseline_fit_min_width 4.0 minimum baseline fit length for a curve 

to be further analysed (in units of the 
extension data) 

baseline_step_len 100 step length for the iterative baseline fit 
(default: automatic) 

baseline_return_to_local_min 0 the baseline fit is performed up to the 
point, where it is terminated 

1 the baseline fit is performed up to the 
last local minimum of the RSS after 
termination; default 

De-noising 

denoising_method 'renoir' use ReNoiR for noise reduction 
'gauss' use Gaussian smoothing; default 
'savgol' use the Savitzky-Golay filter 

denoising_param 4.1 primary parameter for the noise 
reduction filter or user-defined Python 
function 

denoising_param2 20.8 secondary parameter for the noise 
reduction filter or user-defined Python 
function 

denoising_recursions 1 number of recursions (ReNoiR only); 
default: 1 

denoising_wavelet 'haar' name of the wavelet used; default: 
'haar' 

denoising_levels 0 number of levels (ReNoiR only); 
default: 0 (automatic) 

savgol_order 5 order of the polynomial kernel (Savitzky-
Golay filter only) 

Contact point calibration 

find_contact_pos 0 do not detect the contact point 
1 detect the contact point; default 

max_contact_pos 2.0 maximum distance of the contact point 
from the beginning of the curve; default: 
do not check 

min_contact_force 0 minimum force at the contact point; 
default: 0 

Step detection 

MSF_sigma 2.5 Gaussian smoothing of the curve 
MSF_window 100 width of the moving fit window (number 

of samples); default: 1 
indicator_margin_lt 100 left  margin of the indicator; default: 0 
indicator_margin_rt 100 right margin of the indicator; default: 0 
indicator_threshold 40 step detection sensitivity (absolute value) 
indicator_relative_threshold 10 step detection sensitivity (relative to 
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noise level after de-noising); default: 5 
max_steps 20 maximum number of detected steps 
step_confinement_lt 0.9 sensitivity for locating the lower corner 

of steps; 
default: 0 

step_confinement_rt 0.9 sensitivity for locating the upper corner 
of steps; default: 0 

step_fit_min_len 3 minimum size of the window for step fits 
step_fit_max_len 2000 maximum size of the window for step 

fits; default: no limit 
step_fit_clearance_lt 10 additional gap between step and left fit 

window; default: 0 
step_fit_clearance_rt 10 additional gap between step and right fit 

window; default: 0 
step_min_height 15 minimum step height; default: do not 

check 
step_min_width 1 minimum step width; default: do not 

check 
step_max_width 100 maximum step width; default: do not 

check 
step_min_slope 250 minimum average indicator amplitude; 

default: do not check 

Fitting 

indentation_fit 0 fit indentation slopes at contact point; 
default 

> 0 fit slopes at specified indentation force 
indentation_curve 0 use retrace curve; default 

 1 use trace curve (never denoised) 
contact_pos_lt_fit_width 0.02 width of the indentation fit to the left; 

default: do not fit 
contact_pos_rt_fit_width 0.01 width of the indentation fit to the right; 

default: do not fit 
indentation_fit_avg_window 3 half size of the averaging window for 

finding a specified indentation force; 
default: 0 

step_fit_width 0.01 fit length for step slopes; default: do not 
fit 

trace_fit_function  fit function for trace curve from 
beginning to contact point 

trace_fit_init_params  initial fit parameters for trace fit 
retrace_fit_function  fit function for retrace curve from 

contact point to first step (if number of 
steps is 1) 

retrace_fit_init_params  initial fit parameters for retrace fit 
single_step_fit_function  fit function for retrace curve from 
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contact point to first and only step 
(number of steps must be 1) 

single_step_init_params  initial fit parameters for first tether fit 

Plotting 

plot_force_curves 0 do not plot force curves 
1 plot force curves; default 

plot_indicators 0 do not plot indicators 
1 plot indicators; default 

show_plots 0 do not show plots; default 
1 show plots in a graphical user interface 

plot_format 'pdf' file format for plots; default: 'png' 
plot_xmin -1 minimum extension; default: auto-scale 
plot_xmax 20 maximum extension; default: auto-scale 
plot_ymin -500 minimum force; default: auto-scale 
plot_ymax 500 maximum force; default: auto-scale 
plot_size_force_curves (640,480) plot size (pixels) 
plot_size_indicator_curves (640,480) plot size (pixels) 
fit_drawing_width 0.01 width of the step slope fits; default: do 

not draw 

Miscellaneous 

verbose 2 level of verbosity (0-2); default: 0 
spring_constant 0.1 spring constant used for force calibration 

if not specified in input file 
length_correction 0 do not convert extension to distance; 

default 
1 convert extension to distance 

experiment_type 'WT' string used to categorise experiments by 
a user-defined experiment type 
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7.2. Paramalyser reference manual 

7.2.1. Configuration 

The Paramalyser uses the same configuration files as the Curvalyser (see section 7.1.1) and an 

additional one, which defines the settings needed for statistical evaluation. It is specified by the 

command line option “-C” (default: config-paramalyser). The following configuration parameters 

are evaluated: 

Parameter Values / example Description 

Input and output 

fixed_input_dir 'output2' input directory; default: Curvalyser output 
directory 

fixed_output_dir 'output2/stats' output directory; default: statistics_dir in 
Curvalyser output directory 

statistics_dir 'stats' relative output directory; default: statistics 
multiplier_x 1e6 multiplier for rescaling the extension data 
multiplier_y 1e12 multiplier for rescaling the force data 
experiment_types ['WT','A2','B1'] selection and order of experiment types to 

be analysed 
analyse_all 0 analysed only experiment types specified by 

experiment_types in the given order 
1 analyse all experiment types; the order 

specified by experiment_types is still 
regarded 

ignore_ids ['001','002'] experiment IDs to ignore 
curves_range_start 100 first curve to include (counting starts with 1; 

negative value: count from the end); can be 
overwritten by 
paramalyser_curves_range_start in 
Curvalyser configuration file 

curves_range_stop 200 last curve to include (counting starts with 1; 
negative value: count from the end); can be 
overwritten by 
paramalyser_curves_range_stop in 
Curvalyser configuration file 

curves_range_step 10 step size (negative value: go backwards); 
default: auto +1/-1; can be overwritten by 
paramalyser_curves_range_step in 
Curvalyser configuration file 

autosplit_size 10 split curves into chunks of the given size 
autosplit_shift 10 shift between successive auto-split chunks 

Tasks 
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tasks ['CDF','CDF_cum'] list of tasks to perform (see section 7.2.3); 
default: all 

plot_params ['force','work'] list of parameters to analyse within each 
task (see section 7.2.4); default: all 

plot_steps ['first','last'] list of subset plots to create (all: all curves, 
single: only curves with exactly one step, 
first: only first step, last: only last step); 
default: all 

Filters 

step_filter_limits {'height': 

(10,None), 

'work': (0,100)} 

Python dictionary of criteria to filter steps 
(tuple of minimum and maximum for each 
parameter to be checked); all criteria must 
be met 

curve_filter_limits {'noise_sigma': 

(None,10), 

'steps_ctr': 

(1,1)} 

Python dictionary of criteria to filter curves 
and steps (tuple of minimum and maximum 
for each parameter to be checked); all 
criteria must be met; applied after 
step_filter_limits 

Plotting 

plot_ranges {'work': (0,100)} Python dictionary of default plot ranges 
(tuple of minimum and maximum for each 
parameter) 

histogram_ranges  like plot_ranges, but for histograms 
boxplot_ranges  like plot_ranges, but for boxplots 
scatterplot_ranges  like plot_ranges, but for scatterplots 
plot_size (800,600) default plot size (tuple of width and height) 
plot_size_histogram  like plot_size, but for histograms 
plot_size_CDF  like plot_size, but for CDFs 
plot_size_scatter  like plot_size, but for scatterplots 
plot_size_boxplot  like plot_size, but for boxplots 
plot_size_errorbar  like plot_size, but for errorbar plots 
plot_size_errorbar_cum  like plot_size, but for cumulated errorbar 

plots 
plot_size_errorbar_corr  like plot_size, but for correlated errorbar 

plots 
histogram_bins 100 number of histogram bins; default: 50 
histogram_ylim (0,1) vertical range of histograms (tuple of 

minimum and maximum) 
histogram_norm_curves 0 do not normalise histograms over curve-

specific parameters; default 
1 normalise to one 
2 normalise to average number of steps 
3 normalise to adhesion rate 

histogram_norm_steps 0 do not normalise histograms over step-
specific parameters; default 
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1 normalise to one 
2 normalise to average number of steps 
3 normalise to adhesion rate 

CDF_histogram_bins 100 number of histogram bins for CDF plots 
(default: sum of counts) 

experiment_type_labels {'WT': 

'wild-type'} 
Python dictionary defining custom labels for 
experiment types 

experiment_type_colors {'WT': 'blue'} Python dictionary defining custom colours 
for experiment types 

Miscellaneous 

cumulation_mode 0 cumulate data for errorbar plots globally 
1 cumulate and calculate 

averages/medians/modals by experiment 
type; default 

steps_ctr_averaging 0 consider all curves to calculate the average 
number of steps 

1 consider only adhesive curves; default 
output_format 'text' save data files in standard text format; 

default 
'igor' save data files in an Igor-compatible text 

format 
custom_script 'custom.py' custom script to be executed 
curvalyser_config  Python dictionary of Curvalyser 

configuration parameters (overwrites other 
settings) 

7.2.2. Program execution 

The Paramalyser is invoked the same way as the Curvalyser (see section 7.1.2). Example: 

> python Paramalyser.py -e WT 

It understands these command line options: 

Option Example Description 

-h  show a help message 
-C -C pconfig.txt set the configuration file to be used; default: config-

paramalyser 
-c -

c"exp_id=='001'" 

select experiments by a Python expression 

-e -e WT,A2,B1 selection and order of experiment types (same as 
configuration parameter experiment_types) 

-a  analyse all experiment types (same as configuration 
parameter analyse_all); default: only specified types 

-i -i output2 set the input directory (same as configuration parameter 
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fixed_input_dir); default: Curvalyser output directory 
-o -o output2/stats set the output directory (same as configuration parameter 

fixed_output_dir); default: statistics_dir in Curvalyser 
output directory 

-t -t CDF,CDF_cum same as configuration parameter tasks 
-p -p force,work same as configuration parameter plot_params 
-s -s first,last same as configuration parameter plot_steps 
-V  display program version 

7.2.3. Tasks 

Data can either be analyzed per-experiment or cumulated over all experiments of the same type. 

The following tasks can be performed (specified by tasks, see section 7.2.1): 

Task Description Output directory 

data save parameters to text files data 
data_cum save cumulated parameters to text files cumulated data 
histos create histograms histograms/* 
histos_cum create histograms of cumulated data histograms 
CDF plot cumulative distribution function (CDF) CDFs 
CDF_cum plot cumulative distribution function (CDF) of 

cumulated data 
cumulated CDFs 

CDF_data_cum save the 50% values of the cumulated CDF plots to 
text files 

cumulated data 

scatter create scatter plots scatter plots/* 
scatter_cum create cumulated scatter plots scatter plots 
boxplots create boxplots boxplots 
boxplots_cum create cumulated boxplots cumulated 

boxplots 
averages plot average values averages 
averages_cum plot cumulated average values cumulated 

averages 
averages_data save averages to text files data 
averages_data_cum save cumulated averages to text files cumulated data 
averages_boxplots create boxplots of average values boxplots of 

averages 
medians plot medians medians 
medians_cum plot cumulated medians cumulated 

medians 
medians_data save medians to text files data 
medians_data_cum save cumulated medians to text files cumulated data 
medians_boxplots create boxplots of medians boxplots of 

medians 
modals plot modals modals 
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modals_cum plot cumulated modals cumulated 
modals 

modals_data save modals to text files data 
modals_data_cum save cumulated modals to text files cumulated data 
modal_boxplots create boxplots of modals boxplots of 

modals 
other plot adhesion rates and average number of steps . 
tests calculate Mann-Whitney and Kruskal-Wallis tests . 
custom execute the custom script defined by custom_script  

7.2.4. Parameters 

The following parameters can be analyzed (specified by plot_params, see section 7.2.1): 

Parameter Description 

Curve-specific 

steps_ctr number of steps 
peak_pos sample number of the peak force (global minimum/maximum 

force) 
peak_extension extension of the peak force 
peak_force peak force 
indent_force indentation force 
work work (area between the baseline and the retrace curve) 
bl_itcpt interception of the baseline 
bl_slope slope of the baseline 
bl_crvtr curvature of the baseline (in case of a quadratic fit) 
bl_fit_len length of the baseline fit (number of samples) 
bl_avg_RSS average residual sum of squares of the baseline fit 
contact_pos sample number of the contact point 
indent_slope_l left indentation slope of the retrace curve 
indent_slope_r right indentation slope of the retrace curve 
indent_slope_r_normed like indent_slope_r, but divided by the number of steps 
trace_fit1 parameters obtained by the custom fit function 

trace_fit_function trace_fit2 

trace_fit3 

retrace_fit1 parameters obtained by the custom fit function 
retrace_fit_function retrace_fit2 

retrace_fit3 

noise_sigma estimated standard deviation of the noise 
denoising_param value of the actually used primary de-noising parameter 
denoising_param2 value of the actually used secondary de-noising parameter 
indicator_thld value of the actually used indicator threshold 

Step-specific 

lt_pos sample number of the lower corner of the step 
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lmax_pos sample number of the local maximum position 
rt_pos sample number of the upper corner of the step 
extension extension of the lower corner of the step 
force force at the lower corner of the step 
height relative height of the step (difference of the forces at the upper 

and lower corner) 
avg_slope average value of the indicator 
max_slope maximum value of the indicator 
plateau_slope_l fitted slope on the left of the step 
plateau_slope_r fitted slope on the right of the step 
stiffness height / extension 
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